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Trustees Hear Greek
Reform Presentation
ALEX GORDON
NEWS EDITOR
Greek reform was one of the
central issues at the Trustees'
March meeting this year. They
heard about and finally endorsed
the .Inter-Greek Council's (IGC)
new constitution and accredita-
tion process following a discus-
sion among themselves and with
various members of the adminis-
tration.
Though the IGC's presenta-
tion pertained only to those Greek
organizations that are in compli-
ance with the Coed Mandate and
thus recognized by the College,
President Richard Hersh scruti-
nized the Mandate during the dis-
cussion, asserting that there
seems to be a consensus on cam-
pus that, "literally speaking, [it] is
not working."
Haig Mardikian '69,
Chairman of the Trustee Student
Affairs Committee, introduced
those who would make the pres-
entation: Associate Dean of
Students Christopher Card and
the co-chairs of the IGC, Joe
Wahl '04, a member of Alpha Chi
Rho, and Katherine Gage '05, a
member of Ivy.
Dean Card began by remark-
ing on the "comprehensive
model" that has been designed by
the IGC. The model emphasizes
"responsibility and accountabili-
ty, safe practices and risk man-
agement, and academic excel-
lence" on the part of Greek organ-
izations,
see NEW on page 8
Third Eye Blind to Headline
Spring Weekend
www.3-crries.coM MUSIC.SYMPAT1CO.CA
Third Eye Blind (left) and the Canadian hip-hop act Rascalz (right) are per-
forming at Spring Weekend 2003. See page 7 for story.
Habitat Goes to Miami for Break Two juniors Face O
for S.GA PresidencyLISA CASTIGNETTINEWS WRITER
Thirty-one Trinity students
abandoned their traditional
Spring Break plans to hefd to
Miami, Florida for a week of
community service. Answering
Habitat for Humanities annual
Spring Break Collegiate
Challenge, which attracted
10,500 students this year, the
Trinity folk assisted in the build-
ing of 22 houses.
On March 15, students board-
ed a bus and prepared themselves
for the twenty-four hour drive. At
the time, none of the students
could.have predicted the detours
and surprises that awaited them in
the following week; surely,
nobody imagined that the.Mbu'fe
would veer off the road and into a
swampy ditch, that two eye
injuries would occur or that a few
people would whimsically decide
to get body piercings. Perhaps
most importantly, nobody could
fathom the impact that building
houses in Miami's most destitute
area would have on them. "This
trip was so amazing because we
were with people who wanted to
work, and we were there for a
worthwhile cause. We really got
the best of both worlds; we
worked hard for a good purpose,
said Alicia Diaz '06.
On March 16, at 7:00 AM the
bus passed a curve and somehow
slid off the road. We students
awoke to a giant splash as the bus
traveled down a ditch and settled
in several feet of murky water.
We quickly exited the bus and
waited for a tow truck to pull the
see STUDENTS on page 9
LISACASTIONCTTI
Trinity Habitat for Humanity students in Miami during spring break 2003.
Lives of Artists Analysis Faulty
BRENDAN MCGOWAN
NEWS WRITER
On Wednesday, April 2,
Professor Harry Berger, Jr.,
Professor Emeritus of Literature
and Art History at the University
of California - Santa Cruz, spoke
about "Narrative Anxiety in
Giorgio Vasari's Lives of the
Artists."
Professor Berger was intro-
duced by Professor Borden W.
Painter, Jr., a member of the
History Department and Director
of Italian Programs. Professor
Painter wryly remarked that Phi
Beta Kappa Visiting Scholars
such as Professor Berger are
members of a "scholarly flying
squad" who sojourn from univer-
sity to university, with obligations
that are both intense and reward-
ing; Professor Berger had visited
two classrooms earlier in the day,
and was scheduled to visit anoth-
er later.
Professor Berger opened his
lecture by describing Vasari's
1550 tract as the first modern
study of the lives of artists. Lives
of the Artists, Berger said, is
see BERGER on page 6
Cyriac George '04 and Bryan
Blake '04, the candidates for the
Presidency of the Student
Government Association, pre-
sented their platforms at a sparse-
ly attended debate in Rittenberg
Lounge on Thursday, April 3. The
election will be held this Tuesday,
April 8 for SGA, along with
Honor Council.elections and the
ConnPlRG referendum vote. At
the event, the candidates began
with a five-minute speech, fol-
lowed by a question and answer
session, and ended with the can-
didates' concluding statements.
Current SGA president Gene
Hsu '04 coordinated the debate.
Blake gave the first speech. A
Junior Public Policy Major from
Guilford, Connecticut, he pre-
sented himself as an SGA out-
sider in touch with the student
body.
Blake believes he can bring
"new blood" and "new ideas to
the table" at the SGA. Though he
has never served on SGA before,
he "feel[s] very motivated to be
president of SGA" and believes
his lack of familiarity with SGA
rules is "not a very big deal." He
has previous experience in stu-
dent government in high school,
when he served as student body
president.
His other leadership experi-
ence includes serving as captain
on three varsity teams in high
school, as well as serving in the
Athletic Leadership
Organization.
His main goal is to improve
communication between the SGA
and the student body. 'The SGA,"
he asserted, "should be a collec-
tive voice of the student body but
does not have the communication
with the students to achieve that."
Blake seeks moie student input in
SC7A polities ancf spoke of open
town meetings and SGA spon-
sored campus activities, like
cookouts, as tools to gain the sup-
port of the student body.
Cyriac George, a Junior
Political Science Major and
South Asian Studies Minor from
the Bronx, spoke next. George
presented himself as a student
deeply involved in clubs and
organizations on campus and one
with a wealth of experience on
SGA.
George spoke of his involve-
ment as an SGA Senator for two
years, a member of the Newman
Club, the Ultimate Frisbee team,
intramural Softball and basket-
ball, the Pi Kappa Alpha fraterni-
ty, AASA and serving as a
Residential Assistant. He spoke
about his participation in the a
student organization, the Student
Off-Campus Interests and
Activities League, (S.O.C.I.A.L.)
which plans to "facilitate activi-
ties in Hartford" and "allow the
Trinity community to engage
see MEET on page 9
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End ConnPIRG's Unique Situation
ConnPIRG is once again asking the student body to vote to continue its unique
funding by referendum. As noted in this week.s issue, students have approved this
proposal by as much as 84% in the past. However, this should not continue.
The SGA decided last week to revamp the funding for student groups to be lim-
ited to $500 per semester, with the goal of leveling the field among the diverse stu-
dent clubs that exist here at Trinity. Additional funds would be granted on a case by
case basis by the SGA should clubs show they have a need for them.
The Trinity chapter of the Connecticut Public Interest Research Group is a stu-
dent organization with strong ties to a state-level organization of the same name.
Unlike other student organizations, it draws its money from a $5 charge applied to
every student above and beyond the Student Activities Fee. That money is then
turned over to the state organization, not kept on campus for Trinity students to use.
The organization does return money to the campus chapter for use at Trinity, but it
is not the same as the school giving Trinity students funds for activities on Trinity's
campus.
ConnPIRG does many noble and worthwhile activities with the money that it is
granted by the school; whether funding should occur at all is not the issue. The way
the funds are collected and distributed is. While thoughtful, the loopholes that stu-
dents can ask for their money to be refunded and that they can vote to overturn the
$5 charge is predicated by the fundamentally different funding ConnPIRG enjoys.
That funding should be changed to reflect ConnPIRG's status as a student group
among many others. It should go through the same hurdles as other student clubs if
it wishes more money be allocated to it than the basic $500.
Notable exceptions to the SGA reform are the Tripod, WRTC, the Ivy year book,
and TCAC, all organizations that have proven to be fundamental to Trinity life and
its goals, as well as having shown a need for more than the standard amount per
semester to carry on the activities central to their purposes. If ConnPIRG can show
that it requires all of the money it recieves in order to meet its purposes, then that
money can be allocated to it in the normal fashion.
Any organization can expand to fit a budget greater than its needs, even if every
cent is spent towards its stated goal. Even those groups excepted from the SGA
reform must show that they need all of the money they are allocated. ConnPIRG
should be no different.
The student body has the power to make this so, should it choose to. Vote "no" to
continuing ConnPIRG's unique funding.
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T O T E E JElLDITdDlR
Being a Patriotic American Against the
War: The Flaws of Cruz-Uribe's Logic
To the Editor:
I am writing because I was
thoroughly offended by Professor
Cruz-Uribe's article from last
week, in which he "unequivocal-
ly" "condemned" our brave men
and women who are serving in
the military during Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
Like Professor Cruz-Uribe, I
am also against the war in Iraq.
However, I do support our brave
troops, even though I do not agree
with the U.S. military's current
situation. Personally, I believe
that all wars are a result of failure.
The purpose of this letter is not to
analyze U.S. foreign policy.
However, I do believe that a
diplomatic malfunction occurred
to cause this war.
With that in mind, I believe
that it is possible for one to be
anti-war but pro-troops. Professor
Cruz-Uribe must realize that
these troops did not make the
decision to go to war. In fact, I
would contend that many of them
have no desire to ever experience
combat. (I have numerous
friends serving in the military,
and this is what they tell me.)
Yet, these soldiers have the per-
sonal conviction to risk their
lives in an effort to serve our
country. I find this extremely
noble, and thus I support our
troops for this reason.
Like Professor Cruz-Uribe, I
do not support the hellish carnage
that results from war, but I do
support the men and women who
are unselfishly willing to submit
themselves to it for our safety.
Professor Cruz-Uribe must come
to the realization that there are
young men and women risking
their lives, not just in Iraq, but
around the world to protect our
well being. Furthermore, these
men and women are the same age
as the students that Professor
Cruz-Uribe teaches in class.
In his article from last week,
Professor Cruz-Uribe writes, "I
cannot support the actions of our
troops; in fact I must condemn
them unequivocally." He also
states, "But I am not with them: I
am against them."
I would ask Professor Cruz-
Uribe if he would be so bold as to
say these words to the brave
Special Forces troops who res-
cued Private Jessica Lynch from
an Iraqi hospital a few nights ago.
I would ask Professor Cruz-Uribe
to say these words to the British
soldiers who are currently provid-
ing humanitarian aide to innocent
civilians throughout southern
Iraq. I would ask Professor Cruz-
Uribe-to say these words to the
families who have lost sons and
daughters because of this war.
Professor Cruz-Uribe mentions
that he does not hate our troops,
and I believe him. However, I
see TROOPS on page 5
Individuals too Quick to Take Offense
To the Editor:
As the author of "Greek Life
Examined," the article that
appeared in the March 10 issue of
the Tripod, I was somewhat
shocked by Cindy Molina's letter
of last week. While I understand
her taking issue with the mistake
made regarding the photograph, it
was just that: a mistake. To imply
that it was made with the inten-
tion of slighting the Umoja
House, TCBWO, MOCA or
Imani is ridiculous. The Tripod
and I respect these organizations
and recognize how important
they are to life on campus.
In response to the statement
about my article, I believe that it
is the result of a misunderstand-
ing on behalf of the reader. Both
parts one ("Coed Mandate
Produces Problems for Trinity
Greeks," Tripod, March 3) and
two (the article now in question)
of my series on Greek life men-
tion the Coed Mandate and the
negative effect it has had upon
fraternities and sororities, espe-
cially those multicultural organi-
zations whose, national charters
mandate single-sex membership
to maintain recognition. The
intention was to illustrate the
effect that certain fraternities can
no longer exist as recognized
groups on campus.
Too often when an article
includes controversial subject
matter, people look to find some
kind of personally offensive
material. I find it upsetting that
some feel they still need to play
the victim despite efforts being
made to bring recognition to
issues that affect them and the
rest of the campus. Hopefully,
someday people will not feel it is
necessary to misconstrue what
they read in order to further their
own agenda.
Sincerely,
Lindsay North '06
April snow? Who comes up with this stuff? Anyways, PT will be
frequenting the tanning salon on the Berlin Turnpike as long as
mother nature continues to throw curves. In the meantime, as all
gjgduating Seniors look forward to holding Trinity's own "Are You
Hot or Not" competition, PT respectfully asks that the jarvis
Waterballoon Team refrain from firing upon admissions tours and
start placing those crosshairs on more unconventional victims. PT
does not recommend targeting the Administration as it will set a
bad president, oops, we meant precedent. Or did we? How many
licks does it take?
Third Eye Blind
Praise )esus, TCAC's returned to the
working formula of signing washed up
rock-bands who will actually show up.
Next year's request: Marcy Playground.
The Rest of the
Spring Weekend
Bands
Three words: Canadian Hip Hop
Three more words: Want Money Back!
The New Sam
Adams Ad
Campaign
"Always a good decision"?!? That slo-
gan is the worst decision since the New
Coke. And "Bootleg Sam" has nothing
on the Miller Light catfighting girls.
Baseball's
Opening
Week
Snow in Baltimore, Maddux gets
Ax shelled, Sammy hits 500, and )eter goes
' down on opening day. Sox "bullpen by
committee." Is it football season yet?
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Students Must Learn Respect
Stereotyping and Racism Shockingly Prevalent on Campus
LIL1A VAZOVA
OPINIONS WRITER
Recently I was delighted to
notice the following message on
several message boards in my
hallway, "Dear Residents, please
remove cosas from the hallway.
Mather, something apparently
below their social status.
Every weekend I am amazed
to see how my hall bathroom
seems to get more and more dis-
gusting. The messes students
make when they are unable to
control their own drinking should
The extent to which stereotyping and
placing people into categories is still pres-
ent is bothersome and shameful.
Gracias. Buildings and Grounds."
The latter, apparently, was
not a note left by a Buildings and
Grounds employee, but rather the
idea of a funny joke of some stu-
dent who was trying to make fun
of the Hispanic background of
some of the workers.
I was even more delighted to
hear about the incident this past
weekend with the shuttle driver,
attacked and affronted by a stu-
dent because of his skin color.
Unfortunately, I don't think
those two cases are exceptional,
but are rather the blatant and out-
rageous expression of something
already present on campus - the
overwhelming disparaging atti-
tude of Trinity students to Trinity
service employees.
Many times I have been
amazed at how people don't both-
er to do something as simple as
just returning their trays at
not be the responsibility of the
Buildings and Grounds workers.
Students seem to assume that
they have no responsibility in
keeping communal spaces clean,
including hallways, lounges, and
even the Quad or the sidewalks.
It seems that the minds of
some of the students here work in
a "they are here for my conven-
ience, which I am paying for, so
why would I then bother to have a
human attitude to them" mode.
ty and respecting all of those
within it, including the Trinity
service workers.
It would probably be worth
thinking about how their parents
also have jobs, at which they
probably have to be nice to peo-
ple they don't even like, so that
they can pay for an education at a
fancy college for their offspring
(and for the services of the afore-
mentioned workers).
The mere impolite attitude
still does not push any borders
though, whereas the guts that
some people have to attack the
employee's racial and ethnic back-
ground is truly astounding, and am
simply unable to understand how
the mind of somebody who feels
entitled to do this works.
It seems that the slave-own-
ing mentality of some of the stu-
dents here is not yet truly extinct,
and that in their minds "non-
white" and "servant" are still
intrinsically connected.
The extent to which stereo-
typing and placing people into
It seems that the slave-owning mentality
of some of the students here is not yet
truly extinct.
What students should realize
is that being part of a communi-
ty such as Trinity involves taking
responsibility for that communi-
categories is still present is both-
ersome and shameful, especially
for a place that prides itself to be
diverse and tolerant.
TO) T J E Q E IElD)IT(S)M
Looking to Improve on Last Year's Graduation Pledge Numbers
To the Editor:
The mission of Trinity
College states, in part, that its
"paramount purpose is to foster
critical thinking, free the mind of
parochialism and prejudice, and
prepare students to lead examined
lives that are personally satisfy-
ing, civically responsible and
socially useful." As seniors, we
have been fortunate to have three
college presidents - Evan
Dobelle, Ronald Thomas, and
Richard Hersh - who have all
endeavored to make these grand
pronouncements more of a reali-
ty.
Whether it is the Boys &
Girls Club, the Learning
Corridor, the expansion of com-
munity learning courses, or the
broader and more central role that
the Office of Community Service
and Civic Engagement has taken
in terms of student campus/com-
munity partnerships, Trinity
College has increasingly posi-
tioned itself as an institution
defined by its excellence in aca-
demics as well as in community
involvement. Nonetheless, there
is certainly room for progress,
and Trinity should never become
complacent in its community-
campus work because the real
fruits of these partnerships will
only be born through constant
nurturing and vigilance.
With all this in mind, there is
now a group of seniors working
in conjunction with the Office of
Community Service and Civic
Engagement to initiate something
called the Graduation Pledge of
Social and Environmental
Responsibility. The Graduation
Pledge is a pledge graduating
seniors take voluntarily that
reads as follows: "I pledge to
explore and take into account the
social and environmental conse-
quences of any job I consider
and will try to improve these
aspects of any organizations for
which I work."
The Graduation Pledge was
initiated in 1987 by students at
Humboldt State University in
Arcata, California. Since that
time, there have been dozens of
colleges and universities that
have enacted the pledge in some
form or another, including
Harvard, Lewis and Clark
University Law School,
University of Chicago, and
University of Notre Dame.
So why have we decided to
bring the Gradation Pledge to
Trinity? The reason that we
believe that Pledge is important is
because Trinity has positioned
itself as unique among national
liberal arts college with its urban
setting and commitment to com-
munity. The students who are
attracted to and matriculate at
Trinity are as interested in the
excellent educational opportuni-
ties as they are by the opportuni-
ties for community involvement.
Hence, the Pledge serves as an
appropriate bookend to the
Trinity experience.
Moreover, graduation is not
an end, but a beginning (hence
the ceremony is known as a com-
mencement), and the Graduation
Pledge is a wonderful manifesta-
tion of the forward-looking nature
of Commencement.
The Pledge encourages grad-
uates to think of their commit-
ment to community and society as
a way of life. Regardless of one's
chosen profession, s/he has a
responsibility to be an active and
engaged citizen. In fact, the inte-
gration of this Pledge into gradu-
ation would demonstrate that
those taking the Pledge have
taken seriously the mission of
Trinity College.
If we can have something that
demonstrates that students actual-
ly are prepared to live these
words, we further promote the
idea that higher education (at
least at Trinity) is about civic
related values and using what one
has received from Trinity to better
society.
After .checking all- the. 2002
signers against the actual gradu-
ates, we had 300 out of 485 grad-
uates sign onto the Pledge
(approximately 61.8%), which
seems quite good when compared
to the class of 2001 in which 274
of the 491 graduates signed the
Pledge (approximately 55%).The
Graduation Pledge Working
Group has chosen a booksigning
component to this initiative
because it brings us full circle
from the day we started our lives
at Trinity by signing the
Matriculation Book. So the BIG
day to sign the book will be
Wednesday, April 9, 2003 at the
Senior Salute, the gathering to
pick up your cap and gown. We
will also be in Mather and the
Bistro all week tabling during
lunch and dinner.
So, are you ready to take the
Pledge? We invite all members of
the Class of 2003 to leave a lega-
cy and be a part of this new
Trinity College tradition. This
week look for the Graduation
Pledge tables, sign the book,
TAKE THE PLEDGE, and help
us get more signatures than ever
before!
If you would like more infor-
mation, have questions, or would
like to join the Graduation Pledge
Working Group in its efforts,
please feel -free to contact Tracy
Eames Chair of the Graduation
Pledge Working Group, at x4983
or Joe Barber, Director of
Community Service and Civic
Engagement and Advisor to the
Graduation Pledge Initiative, at
x4256.
Sincerely,
The Graduation Pledge
Working Group:
Shelia Bouseh '03 (IDP)
Sara Brown '03
Tracy Eames '03
Julia Ewart '04
Katherine Fredlund '03
A News Update for
All you CNN Junkies
RACHEL GRAVEL
OPINIONS WRITER
Now that the war is in full
swing, images of bombs and sto-
ries from embedded reporters per-
meate the media from newspa-
pers, to the major and local news
channels, to internet providers
like AOL and MSN. While it's
hard to escape the latest update
from the Middle East, it's even
harder to find out what else is
going on. That is why I have
decided to provide you with some
of the news you've missed over
Maloney of New York introduced
the Equal Rights Amendment in
the House, which had previously
failed to pass ratification by the
states in 1982. The census has
found that men are still earning
significantly more than women
and women are more likely to live
in poverty.
The House has voted to cap
malpractice suit rewards to
$250,000. This action is not too
popular with the public especially
after a 17 year girl died after
receiving an organ with an
incompatible blood type. This
While it's hard to escape the latest
update from the Middle East, it's even
harder to find out what else is going on.
the last few weeks.
The Senate Judiciary
Committee approved the nomina-
tion of Priscilla Owen, who was
rejected in the last Congressional
session and was then re-nominat-
ed this session. She is blatantly
anti-abortion, pro-business while
many believe her court opinions
reflect her personal beliefs. She
is reported as a frequent dissenter
on issues of rights for workers,
consumers, and victims of dis-
crimination.
The Senate voted to cut the
$726 billion tax cut to $350 bil-
lion. The action was accom-
plished with the help of moderate
Republicans Snowe, Voinovich,
and Chafee. Those voting on the
amendment supported the cuts to
account for the war costs of mili-
tary action and government
rebuilding in Iraq and to prevent
the magnitude of the enormous
projected debts.
The House, on the other hand,
passed a budget that includes $1.4
trillion in tax cuts, $726 billion of
which are protected under
Congress's reconciliation
process. The protected tax cuts
will be easier to pass because rec-
onciliation bills are protected
from a minority filibuster in the
Senate. The Republican budget
also includes $265 billion in cuts
for veterans' programs, Medicare,
Medicaid, food stamps, student
loans and a number of other pro-
grams.
Speaking of filibusters, Bush
is supposedly looking to outlaw
the right to filibuster. Since the
Estrada nomination has been held
up for over a month, Bush is
seeking to suppress the voice and
rights of the minority party in the
Senate.
The Senate voted against
drilling in the Alaska Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge, an
action Bush strongly supports.
This prevented yet another envi-
ronmental rollback from taking
will benefit health care groups
and prevent patients from fully
holding doctors accountable.
So-called "partial-birth"
abortions, or medically called
dilation and extraction, were
banned by the House and Senate.
The bill has no exception for the
health of the mother and uses
broad language that is expected to
ban other, more commonly used
types of abortions. The Senate
just barely passed a resolution
stating that they agree with the
Roe v. Wade ruling. Bush is
expected to sign the bill into law
and pro-choice groups are expect-
The Supreme
Court... is likely
to overrule a
Texas law that
makes sodomy
illegal.
ed to challenge it.
The Supreme Court has indi-
cated that it is likely to overrule a
Texas law that makes sodomy
illegal. It is one of a few states
left to have a provision that
specifically bans same sex sexual
acts. Although the court fears
how far the ruling may practical-
ly extend, it will be a huge victo-
ry for gay rights.
The Court upheld a ruling
•that allows firms to use short-
term interest earned in accounts
that they set up to handle clients'
real estate transactions and other
deals to pay lawyers to represent
economically disadvantaged
clients. $200 million is used
each year to help those who can-
not afford lawyers to obtain jus-
tice.
The Supreme Court ruled that
the government can use expanded
surveillance wiretaps under the
Bush has placed the SARS virus on a
list of diseases that allows authorities to
detain suspected infected people.
effect. Whiie Bush's environ-
mental plan includes drilling in
protected wildlife, it includes lit-
tle incentive to explore renewable
energy sources.
The House approved a
national Amber Alert system.
The Republican-led effort also
includes judicial crackdowns on
sex offenders and mandatory
searches for missing children in
federal buildings.
Representative Carolyn
USA PATRIOT Act. Also, feder-
al prosecutors have begun using a
1996 law that makes it a crime to
offer "material support" to any
group designated by the United
States as a terrorist organization.
Prosecutors do not have to prove
that the defendants actually sup-
ported. terrorist attacks, only that
they helped a group tied to terror-
ism. The Justice Department is
exploring ways to make it easier
see COUNTRY on page 4
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The Ugly Truth Behind our Admissions Brochures
JIM BISBEE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Whoever said money is the
root of all evil obviously was a
Trinity graduate. A quick run-
down of the facts for all you mar-
ginally less apathetic individuals
who actually used the time and
energy to pick up a Tripod:
Trinity's got no money.
This means that it's on a huge
admissions binge of trying to get
right, nigger. It hurts just to read
the word doesn't it?
I challenge each and every
one of you who is perusing this
Tripod to read the previous three
sentences out loud to your
friends. Feel how that word just
grates across your ears? It's not so
easy when you're accountable is
it?
Of course the pathetic kids
who defaced these posters were
doing so anonymously and to
Some negative aspects [of Trinity]
include hate crimes, rape, and an apathy
so intense that a black hole has formed.
a whole bunch of rich kids in here
who aren't going to be on schol-
arships or financial aid; thus help-
ing the college get some money
back.
In order to get these kids
here, Trinity downplays nega-
tive aspects of the school. Some
negative aspects include hate
crimes, rape, and an apathy so
intense that a black hole has
formed in the kegs on Vernon
Street.
How many of you beer guz-
zlers knew of the most recent hate
crime of this past February? It
happened in Little where Black
History Month posters were torn
down along with other bulletins
aimed at minority students and on
one poster, the word Negro was
replaced by "nigger." Yeah that's
their tiny brains crippled by
penis-envy and ignorance, the
word probably held some excit-
ing danger to it.
Or what about another inci-
dent in Little where someone
wrote on someone else's door
"John is gay." (John as in Doe
before you start looking suspi-
ciously at your pal Johnny.)
Of course I'm no fool. I know
that this doesn't seem like it
would warrant the title of hate
crime to most of you who go to
this college. You probably sit
around your dorm rooms calling
each other fags and homos left
and right. And maybe this would-
n't be a hate crime had the perpe-
trator not been anonymous about
it.
But because he/she is anony-
What's Been Going
On in Our Country
continued from page 3
to use this law more often and
widely, despite objections from
civil liberties groups.
The Supreme Court ruled
states can execute people who
committed crimes as a juvenile.
A 5-4- vote ruled it was the states
States can
execute people
who committed
crimes as a juve-
nile.
right to do so. America is one of
the few countries in the world to
allow such executions.
Bush has extended the dead-
line to 2006 to declassify gov-
ernment documents that are over
25 years old. He has also
declared that all foreign govern-
ment documents will be classi-
fied instead of decided on a case
by case basis. It is believed to
be an action to cloak govern-
ment actions and has upset his-
torical groups.
ment jobs in maintenance, con-
struction, and secretarial sectors.
He has already stripped air traffic
controllers of guaranteed govern-
ment jobs and, along with the job,
government benefits.
Two have died in heart relat-
ed problems that are speculated to
be linked to small pox vaccina-
tions. Others who received the
vaccination have suffered heart
related problems.
In recent months there has
been an effort to expand the use
of bilingual ballots.. The Voting
Rights Act specifies that if 10,000
people or 5% of the population
above the voting age do not speak
English fluently, then the commu-
nity must provide bilingual bal-
lots.
Unfortunately there has been
a backlash against such ballots,
stating the use is un-American
since English should be the pri-
mary language. Without bilin-
gual ballots, the Spanish-speak-
ing population of a community
can be disfranchised and denied
the right to vote.
Federal energy regulators
found companies like Enron in
California guilty of manipulating
natural gas and electricity prices.
The Supreme Court ruled that the gov-
ernment can use expanded surveillance
wiretaps under the USA PATRIOT Act.
Bush has placed the SARS
virus on a list of diseases that
allows authorities to detain sus-
pected infected people.
Suspected victims can be held
against their will and quarantined.
A recent survey shows that
almost one third of federal work-.
ers may quit while Bush is con-
sidering allowing the private
industry to bid for more govern-
Califomia will receive a refund of
over $1 billion.
Communism is on the rise in
the Philippines. They are militant
and some worry about the threat
they may pose to other countries.
For some lighter news, six
more moons were found orbiting
Jupiter and Daylight Savings
Time starts April 6, so don't for-
get to "spring ahead."
mous, the intent of the message is
unknown. And since the intent of
the message is unknown it
becomes all the more hurtful. You
can't laugh it off with your bud-
dies because it's not necessarily a
joke.
Or what about the obscene
number of sexual assault and rape
incidents that go completely
unheard of? I don't even know
what magnitude number we're
talking about here but what I can
glean from the residential fellows
is that's it's a larger number than
many of you think. All these inci-
. dents are just quietly swept under
the rug.
So what do we do in the face
of these events? Well, according
to Trinity we keep them under
wraps. Need to make the college
more appealing to all those high
rollers. Apparently it's more
lucrative to pretend like our col-
lege is a wonderful place than to
actually work towards making it a
wonderful place.
But there are small groups of
resistance to this approach, one
such group I happened across
Thursday night while making my
lounge of Jones to discuss the
recent hate crimes and brainstorm
ways to end the prejudice on cam-
pus.
Turnout was, as to be expect-
ed, fairly slim but those who did
You probably sit around your dorm
rooms calling each other fags and homos
left and right.
way to the Cave. An assortment
of students held an open meeting
with pizza in the recreational
attend engaged in a thought-pro-
voking discussion on what exact-
ly we can do to stop these inci-
dents. Some were of the mind
that a deterrent of harsher pun-
ishments would work best while
others thought the way to stop
the problem was to educate peo-
pie.
But how do you educate a
student body as apathetic as
Trinity's? Only a select few peo-
ple attend these meetings and let's
be honest, those who attend aren't
the kids who need to be educated.
So the idea of a diversity require-
ment was brought up that appar-
ently had already been suggested
some months ago.
see COVER-UPS on page 5
Analyzing Affirmative Action
Priority Should be Given Based on Economic Class, hot Race"
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
The fate of affirmative action
will soon be determined by the
Supreme Court due to a pair of
class-action law suits brought
sigainst the University of
Michigan. Specifically, the U of
M is being sued as a result of its
denying acceptance to several
whites while accepting "less-
qualified" minorities as a result of
its affirmative action policy
(which, consequently, it ardently
status in the United States is
unevenly distributed, with the
average white earning more per
year than the average minority
(specifically blacks and
Hispanics). Reformers look at
the fact that almost all positions
of power in our society are held
by whites, and they desire to
change this through affirmative
action.
The problem with this is that
it ignores the fact that there are
many poor white people. Lower-
class Joe Whitey doesn't receive
We shouldn 't try to get minorities in
positions of power simply for the sake of
having minorities in power.
supports).
In principle I support affirma-
tive action. I recognize that,
given my family's socioeconomic
background, I have received ben-
efits that those in less fortunate
families do not receive. Thus, it
has been much easier for me to
achieve societal success.
And I agree that America
should not become an aristocracy,
and those in lower-income fami-
lies who work hard should be
given a hand-up to help them
achieve the same status as those
whose parents', high income
negates the need for a hand-up.
No, my qualm with affirma-
tive action is that it decides who
receives that hand-up based sole-
ly and wrongly on race. The
direct reason I have received
more benefits is not because I am
white; it is because I come from a
middle-class family. Thus, rather
than looking at the real reason
some individuals receive benefits
(socioeconomic status), affirma-
tive action misguidedly looks at an
obvious but non-direct correlation
with socioeconomic status (race).
Obviously socioeconomic
the affirmative action benefits
minorities in his same economic
status receive simply because his
skin color is the same as those in
power. This is, of course, racist
and ridiculous.
In addition, the fact that most
positions of power are held by
white people shouldn't matter.
Or, to put it another way, we
shouldn't try to get minorities in
positions of power simply for the
sake of having minorities in
power. In the end we want a soci-
ety of merit, not of political cor-
rectness.
There are many capable
minorities who face more obsta-
cles than the average white per-
son, and it is our civic responsi-
The one valid argument to
support affirmative action is that
by giving minorities more oppor-
tunities it counters discrimination
against them in the corporate
world. However, I rarely hear
this as a reason for affirmative
action.
In addition, while studies
have shown that even for upper-
class minorities discrimination
still exists against them, this dis-
crimination (or at least the exam-
ples I have heard) exhibits itself
in the form of racial slurs and
insults (for example, being called
a n***** by someone on the
street). While I agree that this
sort of horrible bigotry is unac-
ceptable, affirmative action
would do little to counter it, since
it is not opportunity discrimina-
tion but verbal discrimination.
In other words, to create the
perfect world where people are
judged not by the color of their
skin but by the content of their
character, race should not be an
issue when determining who will
receive extra points on applica-
tions and who won't. This ques-
tion shouldn't even be asked on
applications. If progressives
want to claim that race doesn't
determine personal merit, then
why do they ask an individual's
race on apps and consider it an
important factor in determining
collegia! admissions?
If you want to look at the
sorts of advantages (or lack there-
of) an individual has had, all the
power to you. But asking what
In the end we want a society of merit,
not of political correctness.
bility to remove these obstacles.
But many of those same obstacles
exist for the poor white person,
and affirmative action tells them,
"We don't care."
race someone is and immediately
divvying out points based solely
on that answer is ludicrous. The
solution to racism is not more
racism.
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Cover-Ups Created
to Attract Students
continued from page 4
The idea is that if you can't
voluntarily make students learn
about those who they stereotype,
you might as well require them to
learn. You want to know what
happened to that idea?
The faculty didn't like it. Stop
What about
the obscene num-
ber of sexual
assault incidents
that go complete-
ly unheard of?
me when you're appalled. (If
you've got two shards of a soul to
rub together I'd hope you're long
past appalled but anyway.) Before
I villainize the faculty too badly
let me add that they didn't like the
idea because there's not enough
data to make it worthwhile. Data
in the form of students who
appear interested.
It all goes back to the money
issue. Faculty want interested stu-
dents but how can students be
cles to information that Trinity
sets up around these types of inci-
dents probably supports the idea
of a diversity requirement.
So I put this burden on your
shoulders, faculty. Go to those in
power and tell them you want a
new requirement in the First Year
program. If they won't listen to
you because they say such a
requirement would cost too
much, tell them that a guy named
Jim Bisbee will start sending let-
ters to the Hartford Courant
about Trinity's policy of cover-
up.
And if they don't listen to
that, tell them I'll start sending
letters to the New York Times.
And if they don't listen to
that, tell them that I'll change
my major to journalism, become
the next Dan Rather, and at
some point in every news ses-
sion I'll say "This just in;
Trinity College still isn't deal-
ing with its problems of hate
and sexism that course through
it like a viral infection." And
then I'll read the numbers of
rape for the past week. Yeah,
that'll teach them.
(In the interim since I wrote
this article there was an incident
It's more lucrative to pretend like our
college is a wonderful place than to actually
work towards making it a wonderful place.
interested if they don't think
there's a problem? And why don't
students realize there's a prob-
lem? BECAUSE TRINITY
COVERS UP THE PROBLEMS
TO ATTRACT MORE STU-
DENTS!!
Well here's a little flash in the
pan for you faculty members. I
want this diversity requirement.
And the consensus of the meeting
Thursday night was that all indi-
viduals involved support the idea.
And I'm sure that a fair portion of
the students who read this article
also support the idea,
(If any of you readers don't
support the idea of a diversity
requirement, speak up, We'll see
how many of you are of the
same stock as the small-penised
idiots who wrote nigger on the
poster and speak up anonymous-
iy.)
Indeed, any student who
manages to get beyond the obsta-
involving some student who sup-
posedly attacked an on-campus
shuttle driver. Although the real
facts about this incident thus far
are purely the stuff of hear-say
and rumors, the student body's
reaction to it is telling. The reac-
tion to the event of those of us
normally left in the dark is one of
shock and disgust. This is hopeful
How can stu-
dents be interest-
ed if they don't
think there's a
problem?
if for no other reason than it indi-
cates we're not actually as apa-
thetic as we seem; we simply
aren't told about incidents over
which we would surely get riled.)
Supporting Our Troops for Doing their Job
continued from page 2
would contend that his words
would be extremely hurtful to any
soldier who heard them.
Professor Cruz-Uribe also
stated that opposing the war is not
unpatriotic, and I would agree
with him. I would also agree with
him when he stated, "every
American has a right and indeed a
duty to question the actions of our
government." In fact, I believe
our nation is stronger when we
question the actions of our gov-
ernment, and when we hold our
elected officials to the highest of
standards.
This is why 1 will not rescind
my statement that I am against the
war in Iraq. However, I disagree
with him when he criticizes our
troops who have no choice but to
follow orders. We cannot stop the
fact that we invaded Iraq, and
therefore I pray for a quick and
decisive victory so that the car-
nage can end and we can get to
the business of rebuilding this
troubled nation.
Finally, I would like to men-
tion that Professor Cruz-Uribe is
correct in asserting that "conser-
vative pundits" have been the
ones calling for us to support our
troops. However, I would like
him to know that I am someone
who considers myself a proud
supporter of progressive issues. I
clearly am not one who frequent-
ly sides with the radical right, but
I agree with them when they call
for us to support our troops. I
know that Professor Cruz-Uribe
is someone who champions many
moral progressive issues, and I
respect that dearly. However,- I
would contend that his article
from last week captures what is
wrong with the extreme progres-
sive viewpoint. I simply find it
impossible to tell someone, who
is willing to risk their lives for my
freedom, that I do not support
them, and I believe that many
good progressives would agree
with me.
Respectfully,
David Alexander '03
Parent Calls Hurt Students
Improper Requests Damage Students' Idea of Responsibility
BRANDON WALSH
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
A disturbing trend in higher
education has finally reared its
ugly head in the headlines of
national news. Matt Doherty,
head basketball coach for the
University of North Carolina
Tar Heels was fired this week
after members of the school's
administration bowed to pres-
sure from team members and
their parents.
According to sources close to
the case, UNC Athletics Director
into a competitive class, lower
their housing rating, or register
late for classes because they were
late in returning from vacation on
the Riviera should not feel com-
fortable in having the 'rents call-
ing the President.
Certain protocol exists at
Trinity (explained ad noseum in
the Student Handbook) so that
administrative departments can
treat students equally and without
unfair advantage.
But let's face it, this college is
run on money. And money is
made through business. Sending
Class rifts, as the story goes, create deep
feelings of resentment and segregates those
with means from those without means.
Dick Baddour met with team
players and their parents just days
before Baddour met with Doherty
to discuss the coach's future with
the university. Doherty was
forced to resign on April 1st.
In the meetings held by AD
Baddour and the basketball "fam-
ilies," players expressed their
unhappiness with how Doherty
ran the team. Two consecutive
seasons without reaching the
NCAA Tournament did not help
Doherty's case.
However, Doherty was not
fired solely on his team's per-
formance on the court. His tenure
was shortened to three years
because of the politics of higher
education.
Such politics are also in play
at Trinity, much so the detriment
of the students who choose ,to
involve their parents in petty
confrontations with school offi-
cials.
This is not to say that specific
situations do not merit the
involvement of parents. Students
Jn danger of judicial action
against them may have good rea-
son to involve their parents; be it
for emotional or legal support.
However, students that run to
mom and dad to help them get
a child to a top-rate liberal arts
college is a $38,000 investment.
Who can blame them for protect-
ing the well-being of that big
investment?
Let me make one suggestion.
If you can't get into Forensic
Chemistry, try again next semes-
ter. If you don't like your room-
mate, talk to your RA. If you
don't like that it's snowing dur-
ing intramural Softball season,
tough.
For those who believe that
mom and dad can make your life
whose parents don't have the
financial backing to "win friends
and influence people?" They do
riot have the same leverage
tools.
This situation creates a class
rift among students. Class rifts,
as the story goes, create deep
feelings of resentment and segre-
gates those with means from
those without means.
Trinity's well-publicized
"race problems" have been direct-
ly influenced by these types of
class issues. Until the senior
administration decides to refrain
from involving itself in student
life issues, the problem will
remain and will fester deeper into
Trinity's class structure.
However, this article is not
meant simply, to be a rant about
the stereotypical happenings
behind the class curtain at Trinity.
It is meant to open some of the
gifted eyes of the prototypical
student, lurking in the shadows of
assumed apathy.
Boys and girls! Arise from
your alcohol induced social coma
and wake up to the joys of reality.
It won't always be this easy. You
might as well start learning how
to fend for yourself.
Independence is the most useful
skill you can hone during your
days "in the bubble."
Starting tomorrow, make
yourself useful. Call mom and
Easier doesn 't always mean better. What
you are doing is cheap, pathetic, and disrup-
tive to more people than you may think.
here at Trinity easier by threaten-
ing to withhold money from the
Development Office wine-tasting
in New York, you may be right.
But here comes a nasty news
flash; you're doing yourself no
favors. Easier doesn't always
mean better. What you are doing
is cheap, pathetic, and disruptive
to more people than you may
think.
What about the students
dad, thank them for- the $152,000
vacation and let them know that
you will no longer waste it sleep-
ing through class, drinking Mad
Dog 20/20, and leaving divots on
the quad from your daily campus-
golf match.
Here endeth the lesson.
Editor's Note: Brandon
Walsh is a penname used to pro-
tect the identity of our contribu-
tor.
fiACKHAGE*
"Dude,..how carefully did you choose these
opening bands, .anyway?"
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Berger Claims That Leonardo da Vinci a "Baloney Artist"
da Vinci Merely a "Foil" for the Revolutionary Michelangelo
continued from page 1
based upon a faulty model of
analysis that traces the develop-
ment of artistic achievement from
infancy to adolescence to maturi-
ty - almost as if one were study-
ing the growth of a child.
Berger disagreed with
Vasari's analogy and stated that
the real model that drives Vasari's
story could be described as being
more akin to an automobile, one
that has two gears. The low gear
of artistic development, he
explained, is best described as the
period in which life is imitated
On another tack, Professor
Berger introduced a variety of
slides and explained the various
connections between classical
myth and the art of the
Renaissance. The myth of Zeuxis,
for example, illustrates what
Berger called "the Zeuxis
Principle of Synthetic
Idealization."
Zeuxis decided to paint Helen
of Troy, the most beautiful
woman in (he world, yet did not
have direct access to his subject.
He assembled the most attractive
maidens of the nearby village,
"[Giorgio Vasari] dreams of a deified
body, free of limitations."
•• Harry Berger Jr.
and an accurate likeness of
aspects of reality is displayed.
The high gear, however, tran-
scends an imitation of nature and,
indeed, reality itself.
Giorgio Vasari, Berger assert-
ed, "dreams of a deified body,
free of limitations." The high gear
can then be construed as a cri-
tique of nature itself and all that it
implies.
The example of the expectant
patron was then given: a wealthy
patron of the Renaissance period
asked for an accurate depiction of
himself for a painting. No matter
how close the artist came to reali-
ty, the patron would still be dis-
satisfied.
painting only their most attractive
individual features of many dif-
ferent people. This need for a
composite demonstrates that
nature has not embodied perfec-
tion in any one person. The myth
is also somewhat disturbing in
that it is a "fantasy of dismember-
ment which only initially seems
harmless."
Professor Berger then fore-
shadowed his segment on the life
of Leonardo da Vinci. A slide of
da Vinci's famed Mona Lisa was
shown, and Berger explained that
Vasari (in another turn towards
Greco-Roman mythology) por-
trayed the painting as that of a
Medusa figure. Because the
painting is so still and lifelike a
Medusa figure was understood to
lurk beneath the surface.
With the presentation of sev-
eral more slides, Berger
explained that Renaissance art, in
many cases, is a "rejection of
nature as mother of the ills that
the flesh is prone to," and a means
by which one can save fife from
time, nature, and oblivion. The
represented deliverance from
seemingly inevitable aspects of
human mortality defied nature
itself: at the same time, art also
represented an escape from
women, who symbolized nature.
The system of apprenticeship, for
example, was such that a young
man could leave (at least tem-
porarily) the roles of brother, hus-
band, or father, escaping "nature"
in the process.
Berger then clarified Vasari's
views on Leonardo da Vinci, the
first artist to be found within the
Third Age of artistic develop-
ment. Vasari viewed Leonardo as
a "strange and compelling figure,
half-trickster and half-magus."
Leonardo's own self-portrait,
noticeably bitter and tellingly
dark, makes him out to be the
anti-hero of the Renaissance.
Ultimately, Berger stated
Leonardo would play the role of
foil for the up-and-coming
Michelangelo. From the very
beginning Leonardo was a some-
what imposing figure. The angels
that he painted to supplement
those of his master, Verrochio, in
fact surpassed them in beauty,
ROBCRT LeiTzeu.
Harry Berger Jr. uses slides to make his case.
scope and technique. "He who
does not surpass his master,"
Leonardo said, "is a wretched
pupil." Vasari described a man of
formidable appearance, a silver
tongue, surprising physical
strength and the virtu, the Italian
term for virility, which was in his
day both charismatic and seduc-
tive.
Behind all of this, lay a terri-
ble and violent power, not entire-
ly definable yet certainly unset-
tling. This is not to say, however,
that Leonardo unfailingly used
his powers to create magnificent
works of art. On the contrary,
Berger argued, that Vasari viewed
Leonardo as a man "constantly
involved in off-the-wall proj-
ects.".
Because he spent years creat-
ing mechanical lions and bucklers
with horrifying depictions of
monsters (culled, incidentally,
from a composite of butterflies,
lizards, snakes, etc.) Leonardo
was what Berger called a
"baloney artist." According to
Vasari, Leonardo was to
Michelangelo as John the Baptist
was to Jesus Christ, The rise of
Leonardo's artistic successor
would herald a new apex in the
history of Renaissance art.
Professor Berger's lecture
was both intense and stimulating,
eliciting much discussion in a
reception held immediately after-
wards at the Gallows Hill
Bookstore. Attendees discussed
topics ranging from the meaning
of Renaissance art to the rise of
Michelangelo. The Professor was
on hand to answer questions on
the fine points of Renaissance
artistic history following a well-
attended lecture.
Registering Now!
Earn college credits during your summer break at the University of
Connecticut - the top-ranked public university in New England.
Not a UConn Student? No problem! You can transfer UConn
credits to most colleges and universities. Just ask your home school
about its credit transfer policy.
Flexible Schedule
Design a flexible schedule that lets you balance summer classes with
a job, a vacation or just soaking up the sun, Choose from a wide
selection of morning, afternoon or evening courses in flexible three-
week and six-week sessions.
Three-Week Sessions
Intensive Session 1 - May 27 through June 13
Intensive Session 2 -July 7 through July 24
Six-Week Sessions
Session 1 - May 19 through June 27
Session 2 - June 30 through August 8
Close to Home
Choose from hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in a
wide variety of subjects at all UConn campuses statewide - Avery
Point, Hartford, Stamford, Storrs, Torrington and Waterbury.
For More Information
Call 800-622-9908 for a free Summer Catalog or visit the Web at
continuingstudies.uconn.edu and click on Credit Programs.
University of
T Connecticut
College of continuing studies Transforming Lives
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Spring Weekend Band Selections: The Rascalz, Third
Eye Blind, and Kardinal Offishal Face Mixed Reactions
LlBBY SUCHER
NEWS EDITOR
The end of the semester is a
stressful time of year for college
students and one way that Trinity
College tries to make it a little
more fun is with Spring Weekend.
Even in cases of last year, when
the new Sean Paul video and on
MTV's Next Big Thing.
The second act is Rascalz, a
duo who, in 1998, was nominated
for Rap Recording of the Year
Juno Award, which is similar to
the US's Grammy Awards.
However, they refused the nomi-
nation because the awards cere-
Naughty by Nature performs in 2000.
F1L€ PHOTOS
the weather isn't cooperating and
the concerts are moved into the
field house, Spring Weekend pro-
vides a nice break from school-
work.
This year, it begins on April
25 with two up and coming hip-
hop acts from Toronto. The first
is Kardinal Offishal, who is
"Canadian by birth, but definitely
Jamaican by mentality"
(http://www.whaddat.com/mic-
check/kardi.html). In 2001, he
released his first album,
"Firestarter: Volume 1."
Recently, he has been featured in
mony would not acknowledge
urban music on its television
broadcasts, something that has
since changed. Known as
Canada's premier hip-hop group,
Rascalz has previously performed
with Kardinal Offishal.
On Sunday, April 27, Third
Eye Blind is the headlining act.
Originally from San Francisco,
they debuted in 1997 with the sin-
gles "Semi-Charmed Life," and
"Jumper," from their self-titled
album. Their sophomore album,
"Blue," was released in 1999,
with the hit single, "Never Let
You Go." They are bringing their
own headlining act: Playing for
Audrey, a Boston band, who
Third Eye Blind believes to be the
next big thing. Third Eye Blind
will be playing songs from their
album, "Out of the Vein," includ-
ing the first single, "Blinded
(When I See You)." "Out of the
Vein" will be released by Elektra
Records on May 13.
Also playing on Sunday is
Mat! Nathanson, a singer-song-
writer originally from New
England, but known as a San
Francisco act.
Just signed by Universal
Records, his latest album "When
Everything Meant Everything," is
his last independent release. He
has been compared to and has
toured with Jack Johnson and
John Mayer.
"I would say that out of all
the years, I've been here, this is
the first weekend we've followed
the Spring Weekend surveys the
closest and really tried to give
people what they asked for," says
TCAC member, Courtney Cote,
'04.
"I'm really excited for Spring
Weekend. I think the hip-hop acts
will be interesting and I hope we
have fabulous weather," com-
ments Amy Flanagan, "04.
"Spring Weekend is always a
nice break from work. It's too
bad that it rained last year
because part of the appeal is the
nice weather. Still, it's great that
the entire school comes out for
it," remarks Beth Stoker, '04. However, 1 do acknowledge that
"Spring Weekend is a great TCAC seems to be bringing dif-
"[TCAC] really tried to give people
what they asked for."
-Courtney Cote '04
thing to look forward to at the end
of the semester when there's a lot
of work. It's always a good time
and it provides a lot of entertain-
ment," says Mark McSharry, '04.
A freshman from North
expressed her excitement, saying,
"They're one of my favorite
bands, and I've always wanted to
see them live!" She also pointed
out that, "It's always nice to see a
band that you know."
However, not everyone was
thrilled with the choice of bands.
Emily Malbon, '05 commented,
"For the second year in a row, I' m
disappointed by the choice.
ferent kinds of acts to Trinity, and
I appreciate that."
Another freshman said, "I
don't really like them, but I'm
sure when they start playing
'Semi-Charmed Life,' it'll be like
I just won the lottery."
A decision like this is difficult
because no matter how much
thought and effort goes into it,
there is always going to be some-
one who is not happy.
No matter what band is cho-
sen or what the weather is like,
Spring Weekend promises to be a
fun time and a nice reprieve from
work before finals begin.
The Trinity crowd at Spring Weekend 1998.
FILE PHOTOS
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Wednesday, April 9, 2003
WGAL-TV — General Assignment Reporter
Thursday, April 10,2003
Soundprints (Interviews on Campus 4/15/03) — Publishing Intern
United Way of Connecticut / Infoline — Bilingual English/Spanish Child Care
Counselor, Full-time, Caseworker, Infoline (FT and PT)
Friday, April 11,2003
Common Ground —• 2003-2004 Common Ground Fellowship in Creative
Responses to Homelessness
Tuesday, April IS, 2003
Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center — Field Instructor
Cuyahoga Valley National Park Association (CVNPA) — Summer Camp
Counselor-2003
American Conservatory Theater (ACT) — Summer Internships
Western Illinois University — Assistant/Associate Professor (tenure-track) in
Fashion Merchandising
Museum of Fine Arts — Summer lnternships-2003
The Abernathy MacGregor Group — Summer Associate Intern (Multiple
Positions)
Vermont Academy — Teaching Internship / Bentley Fellowship
Pembina Valley Bible Camp — Head Wrangler-Summer Bible Camp;
Program Director; Outdoor Education Instructor/Naturalist-Summer Bible
Camp
Turpentine Creek Wildlife Refuge — Animal Keeper
Albany Molecular Research, Inc. — Various Chemistry Positions
New York Media Experience Program — New York Media Internships
Youth Advocacy Project — Massachusetts Promise Fellow
Massachusetts General Hospital-Psychiatry Department— Research Assistant
WGAL-TV
Wednesday, April 16, 2003
Copywriter/Production Coordinator
Thursday, April 17, 2003
Trinity College Life Sciences — Teaching Assistant - PSYC 261; Teaching
Assistant - PSYC 270
Friday, April 18, 2003
Advantage Human Resourcing — Legal Secretary; Loan Closer; Loan
Processor; Administrative
The Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) —• Program Assistant
Hyperion — Publicity Intern
The Everett Public Service Internship Program — Summer lnternships-2003
University of NH Upward Bound — Tutor Counselor Positions-Summer 2003
Sunday, April 20, 2003
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co (Interviews on Campus 4/23/03) —
Corporate Banking Analyst
Monday, April 21, 2003
Spherion — Legal Secretary •
United States Surgical —; Regulatory Affairs Associate
Children's Hospital Boston — Research Associate
Tribune FOX 61 WTIC TV — News Reporter; News Photographer/Truck
Operator; Television Account Executive; Master Control Operator (P/T);
Special Events Coordinator; Accounting Clerk (P/T)
Tuesday, April 22, 2003
AXA — Financial Consultant Assistant Internship
Thursday, April 24, 2003
Leadership, Education and Athletics in Partnership (LEAP) — Senior
Counselor; Youth Coach
Friday, April 25, 2003
Life Resources, Inc. — Program Director
University of Massachusetts Medical School — Research Associate
Student Conservation Association (SCA) — Fire Education Corps-Team
Leader
Rockefeller Family Fund — Research Associate
Crowne Plaza Hartford — Sales Manager (Corporate and SMERFE); Asst.
Food & Beverage Manager
Advantage Human Resourcing — Loan Processing/Operations Manager
ARD, Inc. — Chief of Party; Civil Society/NGO Grants Management
Specialist; Municipal Environmental Management Specialist
Spherion — Account Executive; Document Scanner/Quality Control
Syracuse Stage — Costume Craftspereon; Stitcher; Apprentices (Costumes,
Electrics, Stage Carpentry, Stage Management); Props Artisan; Carpenter
Trinity College — First-Year Student Coordinator-Summer
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. — Software'Production Specialist
Abacus Analytics, Inc. —- Research Analyst
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings
k
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New IGC Constitution, Accreditation Process Endorsed
continued from page 1
As far as responsibility and
accountability go, the constitution
stresses the enforcement of poli-
cies, creation of clear standards
and goals and calls for the cre-
ation of an IGC judicial board.
Safe practices and risk man-
agement entail placing new limits
on "member education," or
pledging, as well as calling for
training of Greek officers, having
house inspections, and increasing
collaboration between the
College and Greek organizations
in planning and hosting events.
Furthermore, the constitution
details insurance standards for the
organizations, which are to
include coverage for property,
members, guests, general liabili-
ty, workers' compensation and
excess liability. The general lia-
bility insurance is to be at least
one million dollars, while excess
liability coverage must be at least
two million dollars.
The academic excellence por-
tion includes stipulations about
students' eligibility to pledge
based on being in good academic
standing, the association of, in
theory, two or three faculty advi-
sors per Greek organization and
new standards for "educational
programming" in which the hous-
es must engage.
Card ended his portion of the
presentation by distributing rank- •
ings of mean cumulative GPAand
mean term GPA for six of the
seven currently recognized Greek
organizations that dated from the
fall 2002 semester. The mean
cumulative GPA of the six organ-
izations ran as follows, highest to
lowest: Sigma Nu, Psi Upsilon,
Cleo of AX, Alpha Chi Rho
(Crow), Ivy Society and St.
Anthony Hall. Only two of these
six, Sigma Nu and Psi Upsilon,
ranked above the College mean
GPA of 3.009.
The means for just the fall
2002 semester, however, ranked:
Cleo of AX, Sigma Nu, Ivy
Society, Psi Upsilon, Alpha Chi
Rho, St. Anthony Hall. Though
Kappa Kappa Gamma is also rec-
ognized by the College their rank-
ings were not included because
the information could not be
obtained in time, though it was
noted that they are generally in
the top three or four in these rank-
ings.
Joseph Wahl and Katherine
Gage then took over, covering
other aspects of the new constitu-
tion and accreditation process. Of
note are requirements for commu-
nity service, the creation of a
'rush fair' where all Greek organ-
izations would congregate in one
location to be available for ques-
tioning by students interested in
joining, as well as the increasing
inclusion of Greek alumni in the
affairs of the organizations.
Wahl and Gage also com-
mented on the creation of a
"review team" that would be
comprised of one faculty mem-
ber, one member of the Dean of
Students office, one Greek stu-
dent, one non-Greek student and
the IGC co-chairs. This commit-
tee would be responsible for
determining whether organiza-
tions met the standards set forth
by the IGC and the .College.
Failure-to meet the specified
requirements would result in per-
manent termination of College
recognition and removal from the
IGC.
After the presentation had
ended and the three presenters
had departed, Mardikian asserted
that he thought they had made a
"very good effort" in laying out
key issues facing the Greek sys-
tem and commended the fact that
the organizations are holding
themselves accountable with the
help the administration.
Paul Raether '68, Chairman
of the Board, then pointedly
asked Vice President of Student
Services Sharon Herzberger how
realistic the implementation of
the new constitution and accredi-
tation plan is. Herzberger avowed
that the organizations were
"struggling" to find faculty advi-
sors and that currently only four
faculty members had agreed to be
involved.
She attributed this lack of
support to the fact that the faculty
is "not convinced that it's a role
they want to play."
Herzberger also noted that the
faculty is unsure as to how com-
mitted the students are to the
reforms and that faculty have
many other things going on in
their lives.
This lack of involvement,
however, creates a stalemate in
Herzberger's estimation because
if the faculty were involved she
feels that it would help make the
system better.
President Hersh then entered
the discussion, stating that he dis-
agreed with the faculty's general
sentiment that the solution to
Wearing what your parents wore in 1967?
Scary.
Paying less than your parents paid for
a student loan in 1967?
Leaving college with heavy student loan debt
can be a drag. So why not take advantage of
the lowest interest rates in the history of the
student loan program by consolidating your
loans.
The Connecticut Student Loan Foundation offers
First Rate Consolidation Loans with some far-out
benefits.
* Lower your interest rate by up to 1.25%*
* Reduce your monthly payment by up to 50%
 f ~ , l l V ; » |
* Lock in a low-fixed interest rate for the i'aiVv'••sy *A1
life of your loan /.;i*V '*i ) $ /
*t> Simplify your repayment to a single source ' J°-
For more information, contact the Connecticut Student
Loan, Foundation 311-800-901-1480 or visit
www.cslf.com to download an application today.
Love beads and headbands are already out of style,
and soon these rates could be too.
* A 1% interest mK reduction U valid tjirough
December 31, 2003. An additional 0.25% interest
rare reduction is available to borrowers whio have
payment! automatically deduced from a checking
or savings account as long as the automatic debit
payment option remains active.
Connecticut Student Loan Foundation
525 Brook Street, P.O. Box 1009
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
1-800-901-1480 wvyw.cslf.com
many of the problems created by
a Greek system is simply to abol-
ish the system itself. He advocat-
ed giving the organizations a
chance and praised the IGC's
work as a "Greek student integri-
ty contract."
Rather than eliminating
Greek life on campus, Hersh
prefers to work on the Greeks'
problems publicly. Addressing
the issues cooperatively would
avoid forcing organizations
underground, as some on campus
currently have been in the past.
Furthermore, a public discus-
sion would allow the faculty and
administration to have input on
the system since it would not be
divorced from the College.
He also affirmed
Herzberger's sentiment that,
should the faculty learn more
about the IGC's work, the process
will be helped along.
Peter Kraus '74 asked
whether the faculty members
involved in advising the organiza-
tions are "opinion leaders" on
campus. English professor Fred
Pfeil, who advises Cleo, was
mentioned as one of these active
faculty advisors.
Though in attendance
because of his position as Faculty
Secretary, Art History professor
Alden Gordon commented on
being a faculty adviser as the
advisor to St. Anthony Hall. He
noted that the current faculty
advisors do not know each other
and that the faculty is unaware of
the IGC's work, but also said that
there would be more faculty
involvement once the faculty was
made aware of these develop-
ments.
Nevertheless, Hersh asserted
that, "if this [method] fails, I
don't know what the answer is."
He also made it clear that he
would not endeavor to maintain
the Greek system if progress is
not made and reforms do not
work. He anticipates that the
College "will find out what works
in less than ten years."
He continued by remarking
that he had spoken to students
who felt that the suspension of
Alpha Delta Phi (AD) last year
was a good thing.
These students had known
about AD's activities and never
felt that anything would be done
by the administration, though
they were glad that action was
finally taken.
However, he commented that,
"one can only be impressed" by
the accomplishments they have
made during this year. AD has set
clear, public standards for itself in
conjunction with active alumni
who were embarrassed following
their fraternity's suspension.
Their plan fits with the accredita-
tion model conceived by the IGC,
though Hersh noted that it
remains to be seen whether or not
they will follow it.
Hersh claimed that students
were privately acknowledging
problems with the Greek system,
though they didn't yet know how
to resolve them.
Additionally, he feels that the
IGC's new constitution and
accreditation model are "a won-
derful experiment" and that the
College has "nothing to lose" by
see ISSUES on page 9
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You are cordially
invited to attend
THE ANNUAL
ALUMNI AND
STUDENT OF COLOR
NETWORKING
RECEPTION
5:30-7:00 PM
PRESIDENT'S HOUSE
TUESDAY, APRIL 8TH
LIGHT HORS D'OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED.
BUSINESS CASUAL DRESS IS REQUIRED.
PLEASE RSVP THROUGH TRINITY RECRUITING:
LOG-IN TO: HTTP://TRINCOLL.ERECRUITING.COM
CLICK ON CALENDAR
Go TO APRIL 8TH
CLICK ON THE LINK AND CLICK SIGN UP
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
For More Information,
please contact Career Services at x. 4 0 3 3
at carecracrviccs@trincoll.edu o r
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Trinity Students Spend a Week Building Florida Homes
continued from page 1
bus out of the swamp. Within a
couple of hours, we were back on
the road, once again headed
toward our destination. The only
casualty was our luggage, which
was wet and in some cases dam-
aged by the mud.
By Sunday afternoon the bus
had arrived in Florida, and every-
one's excitement escalated. The
radiance outside our windows
reminded us that we were now in
The Sunshine State.
We arrived at "The
Lighthouse," the all-youth church
in Coconut Grove (a section of
Miami) which would serve as our
home for the next six days by
7:00 PM. For an inexpensive
community service trip, our
accommodations were rather lux-
urious.
We stayed in The
Lighthouse's sanctuary, a large
room complete with furniture,
The site, located on 1st Avenue,
served as the basis of a little
Habitat community; lining the
street were several houses that
Habitat had nearly finished, and
further up the road stood piles of
sand which would become the
foundation of other houses by the
end of the week.
In all, there were twenty-two
houses (eleven one-story homes
and eleven two-story homes) at
the site, destined to provide
affordable housing for needy
families.
The tasks we were given
when we arrived at the site ranged
from stacking wood to compress-
ing sand; there was much to be
done and a limited amount of
time in which to do it. We kept
pace, though, and accomplished
the tasks to which we were
assigned.
Throughout the week, many
of us worked on various houses
"I felt so productive and appreciated;
overall it was a great experience..."
- Abigail Moldover '05
air-conditioning, and countless
pillows.
Monday, our first full day in
Miami, was our free day, which
helped ease us into the trip.
Orientation was on Monday
night, and a Habitat leader for the
Greater Miami area gave us a
brief synopsis of the different
types of work that the week
would entail. Alexandra Lane '03
remarked that, "I wouldn't
change a thing - it was a great
group of people doing a great
thing."
Tuesday morning arrived
bright and early as we boarded
the bus by 7:15 AM. Forty-five
minutes later, we arrived at
Overtown, the indigent section of
Miami where we would be work-
ing for the remainder of the week.
and did different types of labor on
each house. Some of us used
power tools, others relied on our
hands.
Regardless of the specific job
we were given, we each played an
important role. As the leaders
reminded us, if we were not there
doing those tasks, Habitat would
have had to hire workers to do
them; thus, without our help, the
building process would become
so expensive that impoverished
families would not be able to
afford a house. "Initially, I was
afraid that after waking up at 6
AM, I wouldn't have enough
energy to do eight hours of work"
said Mary Lunch '06. "The
extreme heat was also intimidat-
ing and I didn't think I'd be
strong enough for such intense
manual labor."
Despite the fact that it was
rather demanding, the manual
labor we performed that week
was so rewarding. We saw the
results of investing our time and
energy into our work; the fruits of
our labor were clearly visible. By
the end of each day, we were
sweaty, dirty, and smelly, but we
felt a comforting sense of accom-
plishment.
The sun was fierce and our
muscles ached, but we saw our
progress and recognized the
importance of the work we were
doing.
"We know that by donating
our time and energy, we keep
Habitat alive. I felt so productive
and appreciated; overall it was a
great experience, just what I
needed from spring break," noted
Abigail Moldover '05.
Jason Gallant '05 expressed
the most amazing aspect of the
trip, "While we could have spent
all six days lying on South Beach,
devoting our time to helping des-
titute families actually turned out
to be much more worthwhile and
even more fun."
When we were out there
building alongside Habitat volun-
teers from UMass, the University
of Kansas, Purdue, Americorps
and other organizations, we expe-
rienced a sense of true selfless-
ness and hope. So many students
had abandoned their typical
spring break plans to work for
needy people living in Southern
Florida, and altruism was in the
atmosphere.
After a trip like that, we thir-
ty-one Trinity students could not
come back to Hartford
unchanged. The unparalleled ful-
fillment and sense of accomplish-
ment we tasted down in Miami is
not a feeling we can simply for-
get.
We came back with excite-
ment and a true love for philan-
thropy, even philanthropy that
involves strenuous, grueling
Issues of Insurance and Faculty
Advisors Considered at Meeting
continued from page 8
giving them a try. He commended
the students involved for "starting
fresh" on the problem.
James Crystal '58 asked if
involving faculty members
directly with the Greek organiza-
tions would make the College
more liable if something should
happen at one of the houses.
Hersh responded that the College
is already so thoroughly involved
with the organizations that it may
be impossible to have enough
insurance to cover every contin-
gency. Mardikian also pointed out
that Trinity is signed onto the
Greek organizations' insurance
policies as well.
Lisa Alvarez-Calderon Cox
'88 mentioned that making the
insurance requirements too. steep
for the Greek organizations
would prohibit the houses from
having it because the policies
would be too expensive.
Both Hersh and Herzberger
averred that the IGC was looking
for support from Trustees and fac-
ulty. Hersh asserted that the stu-
dents understand that they do not
have the support of the faculty but
that they do want it because they
look up to the faculty.
Charles Perrin '67 urged his
fellow trustees to show some
"affirmation and support" for the
IGC's work.
Herzberger emphasized that
the new constitution and accredi-
tation process are offshoots of the
Student Integrity Contract, which
was implemented this academic
year. Mitchell Merin '75
observed that there has "clearly
been a lot of progress" on the
reform issue.
Raether then asked about
organizations not currently recog-
nized by the college, such as
Greek organizations for minori-
ties and the Pi Kappa Alpha
(Pike) fraternity.
Herzberger confirmed that
they are not included in the IGC,
but that Dean Card is working
with these groups so that they can
be recognized in the future.
Nevertheless, she called their sit-
uation "a dilemma."
Hersh underscored that he did
not want any underground Greek
organizations on campus. He is
willing to allow Greek societies
to be involved with their national
institutions as long as they abide
by Trinity's rules.
Merin observed that compli-
ance with the Coed Mandate has
been characterized as "form over
substance," i.e. it is not really
serving its intended function to
bring men and women together in
many cases. He also referred to
the fact that the Board of Fellows
recommended eliminating the
Coed Mandate.
Hersh did make reference to a
"national conversation" taking
place about allowing students to
self-segregate, though there has
as yet been no conclusion or
agreement on whether or not it is
a beneficial thing for a college
community.
Nevertheless, Mardikian
introduced a resolution the next
day stating that the Board
"endorses with confidence and
enthusiasm" the IGC's new con-
stitution and accreditation
process and "look forward to its
implementation." The resolution
passed unanimously.
Other major topics that the
Trustees took up included the
ongoing curricular review and the
budget, both of which were dis-
cussed at length.
USA CA5T1GNCTTI
Habitat workers do their thing.
labor. Two weeks later, the pro
foundness of the week still has
not worn off.
The commitment to volun-
teering continues here at Trinity
College, and Habitat's next big
event will actually place this
Wednesday, April 9th. Entitled
"Habifest," this event is designed
to educate the Trinity population
about Habitat for Humanity.
There will be a table set up inside
Mather with informative packets
and brochures.
Additionally, Habitat mem-
bers are going to create a "shanty
town" in front of the building to
demonstrate the actual living con-
ditions of some destitute commu-
nities.
Participation on behalf of the
student body is crucial. There
will be a bin for students to
donate cans, and these cans will
then be recycled. The money will
fund Habitat endeavors.
Every twenty-six minutes,
Habitat builds a house; as long as
poverty exists, Habitat for
Humanity will work to create
acceptable living conditions for
the poor. And Habitat relies on
people like us, students with a
desire to serve (whether that be in
the form of physical labor, or per-
haps simply by donating a few
cans to Habitat) in order to
accomplish its noble purpose.
Meet the Candidates
continued from page 1
more in the Hartford communi-
ty." He also cited his internships
and work in the Community
Service Office as valuable experi-
ences.
His campaign is focused on
three initiatives: a new, improved
SGA newsletter, a comprehensive
transportation plan, and increased
engagement with the community.
George plans to create an
SGA newsletter that will be an
official school sponsored publica-
tion like the Tripod in order to
"improve communication" and
"foster the dissemination of those
ideas that otherwise would lay
silent."
He also plans to work on and
implement a comprehensive
transportation plan as president
A system has been under develop-
ment this year at the SGA, and a
vote on the measure is scheduled
ence with S.O.C.l.A.L. and the
newsletter as two of the ways in
which he would try to improve
the SGA's involvement in the
community.
The engagement of SGA in
the community emerged as the
major theme of the debate. Blake
spoke of an "open door policy" in
which students would be allowed
to easily let their voices be heard
by the SGA. He believes regular
meetings by the SGA can help
facilitate this dialogue between
students and SGA members.
He says his "main concern is
the lack of student body involve-
ment concerning policies and
decisions of the school" and feels
that increased student engage-
ment will allow the SGA to be a
"powerful organization and a
voice for the entire community."
Blake also commented that
he feels he can represent the
ROBCRT Lerrzeu.
Cyriac George '04.
for tonight at 9 PM.
George believes that, unfortu-
nately, the current plan is in need
of "a ton of work." However, he
believes that the proposal is a
"worthwhile project" and he
desires to develop a more well
thought out and beneficial plan in
the following year,
His third initiative is improv-
ing overall community engage-
ment. He mentioned his experi-
ROBCRT Lerrzeu
Bryan Blake '04.
views of a "silent majority" on
campus that feels that they have
no say in school policy and our
not being heard.
George says his main goal for
the presidency is to improve the
"efficiency, effectiveness, and
visibility" of the SGA. His
newsletter initiative is the key
part of his plan. He says he will
"run a tight ship as president" to
improve efficiency.
ELECTIONS!
Tuesday
Mather Hall
SGA 2003
ConnPlRG
Referendum
Place your vote and
have a voice in
2003-2004
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SELLING YOURSELF:
THE COST OF A JOB
KEVIN ALEXANDER
FEATURES WRITER
Did you ever wonder why we pick our
respective professions? Most of my friends
are, as I write, interviewing for jobs, hun-
dreds of jobs, and actually considering
each and every option as long as those peo-
ple can offer a paycheck and some sort of
because they want to. People need to help
put their kids through college but they want
to spend the money on a Porsche 911 turbo
with a 20 disc CD changer. And so on.
Money may be the root of all evil, yet it
measures our success.
Kids from a school like ours covet the
most monetary based jobs, hands down. It
simply makes sense. Most of us come from
[Trinity] attracts] moderately smart, good-looking,
affluent kids who are motivated to make money.
dental package that ensures they can have
braces at any point in their lives.
Take Chad, for example. Chad has told
me now, on three separate occasions, that
he wants to get into sports marketing, yet
he just went for a second interview to para-
legal at a law firm in Boston and
exclaimed, "I just want someone to pay me
thirty thousand dollars!" when pressed
about his intentions.
Frank, another friend with a savvy
business sense, recently confided in me
that he would "lie in a sewer of horse
manure all day" if someone paid him "a
million dollars to do it". Frank is Phi Beta
Kappa.
This makes me nervous. I normally
don't think in the morbid, fatalistic sense
but what scares me is sitting on my death
bed and looking back at my life and think-
ing, "Goddammit, I never even liked being
a hair care technician."
Life for most people, as I see it, is a
constant fluctuating battle between needs
and wants. People get jobs because they
need money, yet they go on vacations
a privileged background. We see the money
and want to keep that sense of security.
Trinity is a good academic school, no
doubt, but not at the level which attracts
abstract genius. We attract moderately
smart, good-looking, affluent kids who are
motivated to make money. The outliers to
this generalization, while present, are too
few to dent its strength. 1 say this with no
negative connotations, believe me, We are
cogs in the upper-middle class capitalistic
machine. And compared to some other
things, that's not a bad gig.
Yet I digress, because I want to empha-
size my main point. Occupations are cho-
sen on different levels. Externally, all of us
want to have our 'dream'jobs. We talk of
'sitting in Cape Cod and writing novels' or
'owning a bar in the Caribbean' or 'getting
paid to do absolutely nothing.' Yet internal-
ly, we know, whether we care to admit it to
our external selves or not, whether we are
capable of pursuing such dreams. Dreams
require effort. Or at least sleep.
I hear every other motivational speaker
see ROUTINE on page 13
Public Policy Major to
Focus on Legal Aspects
EILEEN FLYNN
FEATURES EDITOR
Starting next semester three new class-
es will be added to the Public Poticy major,
which has been renamed and revamped
into the Public Policy and Law major, com-
bining it with aspects of the Legal Studies
minor.
Public Policy came into existence as a
major at Trinity in the 1980s through the
work of Associate Professor of Economics,
Andrew Gold. The program began in part
as an outgrowth of the Environmental
Studies program. Gold commented,
"Trinity was an ideal location for such a
program. Here in Hartford you have access
to many layers of government. Students
have access to lots of levels of policy mak-
ing. It made eminent sense."
The program was facilitated by the
ability to use classroom exchanges with
UConn Law School, though it was mostly
on the graduate level.
Gold described Public Policy as the
"quintessential liberal arts," experience as
WWW.TRINCOLLEDU
Professor Fulco was a driving
force behind the change.
of Public Policy majors also choose the
Legal Studies minor.
With this fact in mind, the department
faculty began to rethink the curriculum of
the major. Trie idea was bandied about for
two to three years, but became a serious
"Here in Hartford you have access to many layers of
government Students have access to lots of levels of
policy making." •• Professor Andy Gold
it creates a conversation with economics,
philosophy and political science. The fac-
ulty of the department was open to all the
trials of creating the major, and have been,
in Gold's eyes "wonderful" about the work
needed to effect .the changes.
In the years since its creation, many
faculty have observed that a large number
LSAT * GMAT * GRE * MCAT • DAT • OAT
TOEFL * English Language Programs
Enter Kaplan's Course-a-Day Giveaway for a chance to win a free
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, DAT, OAT, TOEFL or English prep course.
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KAPLAN 1-800-SCAF-TiSTkaptest.com/giveaway
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project in the fall of 2001.
Having noticed the trend of interest
overlap in these two departments,
Professor Andrew Gold, Visiting Professor
of Public Policy, Edward Cabot and
Assistant Professor of Legal Studies,
Adrienne Fulco, came together, along with
other members of the Public Policy depart-
ment faculty, to discuss options to reformat
the major and incorporate more of the
Legal Studies courses into the Public
Policy curriculum.
The end result was an old major with a
new face. The reformatted major has been
given the name "Public Policy and Law."
No additions to the faculty have been
made, and because it is re-emphasizing of
the old major, it did not have to go through
the whole faculty for approval.
The change in the program came in
large part because of the faculty's commit-
ment to the students.
According to Professor Fulco, the fac-
ulty wished to "take existing the Public
Policy major and redesign it so (hat we
could incorporate student interest in the
law."
Though no official forum for Public
Policy majors or Legal Studies minors was
ever convened, those involved in the reno-
vation of the program did discuss with stu-
dents the direction the program would take
to see if students thought that it would be
beneficial to the student body and to the
major.
Public Policy is a fairly small major
and this move, Fulco hopes, will increase
its size, since it will appeal to more stu-
dents who wish to concentrate on law.
Furthermore, the interest of faculty was
also taken into account. Professors Gold,
Cabot and Fuico all teach courses in both
Public Policy and Legal Studies, and thus
this will also play to their interests. Gold
thinks that the reconfiguration "ought to
pique more student interest."
A great deal of time was taken in
remaking the program. Consideration was
given to Trinity's unique situation provided
by its urban location. "As a Public Policy
program in the city of Hartford we have
unusual opportunities to send our students
out to get experiences they couldn't have in
the classroom," explained Fulco.
Fulco thinks that the program fits in
well with the ongoing Curriculum Review,
since it is a "wonderful opportunity (o
engage the whole campus" in events such
as the panel discussion on affirmative
action which will take place on Tuesday,
April 8.
w ^ * ^ ^ ^
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The Meaning of College
JENNY DUNN
OPINIONS EDITOR
Here's the question: Why are
we here?
I know what you must be
thinking. That the rampant disap-
proval of the content of the
Features section has finally got-
ten to me, compelling me to write
on topics such as philosophy and
community activism.
But I'm not talking about
human existence or (he meaning
of life. What 1 mean is, why are
we here? Not just at Trinity—mil-
lions of bright young men and
women across the globe are
attending colleges at this
moment, combining living, learn-
ing, and socializing into one envi-
ronment. It's an international
phenomenon; an epidemic, if you
will. And what is its purpose?
Obviously there's that degree
at the end of the tunnel, that one
that's supposed to guarantee our
future stability, keep us clothed
and sheltered, put food on the
Knowing stuff makes you feel
good.
But college is about some-
thing else, too. It's about taking
advantage of that weird transition
between being a kid and being a
functional, responsible member
of society. It's about letting our-
we're sick as hell of it and can't
wait to trade in our Psi U-splat-
tered flip-flops for pumps and
loafers. (Actually* i~ take that
back. Trinity is far too fashion-
able for pumps. And it wouldn't
be much of a request to ask a
Trinity student to wear loafers, it
It's about letting ourselves be young
while we still have the chance...
selves be young while we still
have the chance—about getting
out everything that we need to get
out of our systems.
I'm going to quote two peo-
ple that I've quoted before due to
their extensive knowledge of col-
lege-related issues. A senior at
Boston College, who also hap-
pens to be related to me, states
that, "College is about physically
exhausting yourself so you don't
do that for the rest of your life."
And Lucy Gutman, aka The
Queen of Unidentified Drunk
That's the best thing about college—it's
inherently guilt-free. It's part of the
nature of the whole phenomenon.
table. It's the notion of this
degree that allows our mothers to
sleep at night, believing that the
pain they've endured for us in
their lifetime has finally amount-
ed to something.
And there's the desire, not
completely absent in any of us, to
learn for the saVe of teaming.
Bruises, says enthusiastically,
"College is about having fun,
drinking, and finding a husband."
I couldn't have said it better.
Trinity, then, is the epitome of
what college should be. We work
hard, we play even harder, and
then we repeat the process over
and over and over again until
would just take him a few min-
utes to decide which of his six
pairs he feels like wearing.)
Even our breaks aren't really
breaks. We just remove ourselves
to some exotic location and pro-
ceed to do pretty much exactly
what we would be doing here,
minus the work.
When we return to school,
instead of being rested and pre-
pared to tackle another intense
bout of education, we usually
give ourselves a gift of a few days
of guilt-free recuperation time.
And it should be guilt-free.
That's the best thing about col-
lege—it's inherently guilt-free.
It's part of the nature of the whole
phenomenon. College is an
excuse for everything.
In the long run, things that are
beyond sketchy are completely
justified if they occurred in this
particular four or five-year win-
dow of time. Hence the follow-
ing scenario:
"Honey," says the wife of a
Trinity male after his twentieth
college reunion, "1 never knew
1
 see GETTING on page 13
ConnPiRG Works to
Make Trinity Greener
KATHERINE FREDLUND
FEATURES WRITER
Did you know that the United
States throws away 4 million
pounds of office paper each year?
That is enough to build a 12-
foot high wall of paper
from California to New
York. Recycling is a
simple way for Trinity
students to help keep
our world clean.
Practicing recycling
habits is cost effective, con-
serves natural resources, saves
landfill space, and reduces both
water and air pollution. Also, we
should recycle not only because it
is environmentally beneficial, but
because recycling is a law in the
state of Connecticut.
Green Campus group achieved
great success, convincing the
administration of the necessity to
adopt an improved recycling plan
for the college. To prove the inad-
equacy of the recycling program
at Trinity, we conducted surveys
of the student body and
personally assessed the
number of recyclables
that had been improper-
ly disposed of in a daily
sample of campus
trash. After reading
through our proposal and lis-
tening to our analysis of the exist-
ing recycle system on campus,
the administration announced its
approval of a new program. They
have since provided funding for
Green Campus to perform a trial
test of the plan in three dorms on
Did you know that the United States
throws away 4 million pounds of office
paper each year?
This semester, the members
of the ConnPlRG Green Campus
Campaign have been committed
to making Trinity College a more
environmentally conscious insti-
tution. Because the existing recy-
cling system is inadequate, con-
cerned Trinity students have
worked to ensure that Trinity
takes responsibility as an academ-
ic institution to practice positive
recycling habits. This fall, the
campus, Jones, North, and
Vernon.
Currently, on every floor of
each of these three dorms, there is
a new recycling center where stu-
dents can dispose of aluminum
cans, glass, plastic bottles, paper,
newspaper, and trash. Although
the existence of these centers
does not ensure that all residents
will use the system and that it will
see RECYCLING on page 13
5 TO HILLSIDE AVfeNUE, H&RTFOED OT
(Only 2 minutes from the Summit Street Dormitories)
Now Featuring a
Brick Oven & Grill
Original Philly Cheese Steaks
and a Wide Variety of
Stir-GriBSed Sandwiches
ONLY PLACE IN THE HARTFORD
AREA NEAR TRINITY COLLEGE WHERE
THE SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE OF AN OLD-
FASHIONED TAVERN IS PERFECTLY
BLENDED WITH THE BEST FROM THE
SIZZLING GRILLS OF PHILADELPHIA
TO THE GOURMET BRICK OVEN
I FLAVORS OF NEW YORK AND ITALY.
l ^
FREE DELIVERY
From 5 PM till the late hours
9 T.V. Screens t© C©v©r All dialer Sports Event®
Regular Pizza Small (14") $7.25 Large (17") $10.00
*0ver 30 toppings to choose from to create your own pizza
Gourmet Pizzas Small $11.50 Large $16.50
1 . Campagnia — red onion, sun dried tomatoes, hot peppers, ricotta, genoa, garlic, parsley
2. Chicken PeStO Artichoke —garnished with tomatoes or peppers
3. Neopolitana—tomatoes,basil,garlic
4 . Melanzana — eggplant, ricotta, tomatoes, manclni, garlic, posto
5. Tllti Fommagi — garlic, ricotta, mozz, flavored cheeses, herbs, garnished with tomatoes
6. White Spinach — ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
7. White BrOCCOli — ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
8. Gardeniera — garlic oil, seasonal assorted vegetables and herbs
9. CajUn Chicken — hot peppers, onion, roasted peppers, crushed tomatoes, Cajun herbs
10. Chicken Parm — breaded chicken, blend of cheeses, garnished with tomatoes or pepper:
1 1 . Giambotta — grilled chicken, sausage, manclni, tomatoes, blend of cheeses, herbs
12 . BarbeqUe Chicken — topped with a blend of cheeses and scallions
13 . White Clam — topped with cheeses, parsley and sliced lemons for garnish
14. ClamS CaSinO — bacon, chilles, tomatoes, scallions, roasted peppers, cheeses, herbs
15 . Shrimp Scampi - artichoke hearts, tomatoes, fillets of red peppers and herbs
16. nOUSe Scampi — shrimp, capers, scallions, tomatoes, a blend of herbs and cheeses
17. ScaCCiatta — garlic oil, potatoes, spinach, sausage, blend of cheeses
*Please order by number.
Salads
Tossed Salad - $2.75
Caesar Salad - $4.25
House Garden Salad-$3.75
Greek Salad- $5.95
Mediterranean Salad - $4.50
Chef Salad - $5,95
Antipasto - $5.95
*Add either Grilled or Marinated
Chicken for an extm $2.25Only 2 minutes from campus
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The Perfect Salad Dressing
STEFAN IE LOPEZBOY
FEATURES WRITER
After a long, tiring day of
lounging on South Beach this
spring break, my best friend from
home and I decided to cook our-
selves a little dinner.
We made
pasta with
shrimp in
a white
wine cream
sauce and
garlic rolls
and we had our-
selves a side salad.
She told me about this
great new dressing that
she had come across, which in
her own words, was "AMAZ-
ING!" Allegedly, you could eat
salad forever with this stuff. As a
pesko-vegetarian, I do not eat
salad that often because I hate
dressing. I have issues gauging
how much lemon to use (since
until now I really only liked
lemon and olive oil on my salads)
and I always poured too much
balsamic vinegar on my salads
(when I did not use the lemon of
course) rendering it completely
inedible.
When she told me it was a
Japanese dressing like the one
they use at Matsuri (a small sushi
restaurant in Miami that is
absolutely fantastic, but there is
no point dwelling on it here since
most of us here will not be able to
visit it.) Then I thought to
myself, "Hmmm...shrimp and
pasta in a white wine cream
sauce, garlic rolls and Japanese
dressing did not sound like a great
combination." However, as a
conscious observer of healthy cat-
ing I decided, "Why not try it?"
My best friend and I, for the most
part, have the same tastes in food
and she has fairly good taste in
everything, so I decided to trust
her judgment.
She took out the bottle and
the stuff inside did not look at all
appealing. It was brown and
somewhat chunky with all the
juice sitting at the bottom. The
label is black with big white let-
ters in Japanese font that say
MAKOTO. There is a picture of
a samurai jumping, which made
me think, "He seems happy with
the dressing and if it is good
enough for him, then it is good
enough for me." Under the
samurai man in normal font, it
reads GINGER DRESSING.
She shook the contents
of the bottle so that
the juice at the
bottom was even-
ly distributed
among the chunky
brown substance,
which I assumed was the
ginger pieces. I opened it, took a
whiff, and was pleasantly sur-
prised by the light bittersweet
scent of ginger and tomatoes that
were emitted from the bottle. If it
smells that good, it must taste
good!
She put about half a tea-
spoon's amount on my plate of
salad, which I thought was not
going to be nearly enough to give
the salad any flavor; but then
again what do I know? I have
lemon gauging issues. The light
brown clumpy substance was less
than appealing as it sat on top of
my iceberg/romaine mix
salad. I mixed up the
dressing and the salad.
To my surprise, that
small half-teaspoon
serving seemed to suc-
cessfully coat every leaf
of lettuce! I tried it. I was
amazed. She was right. It is
AMAZING. I have never
enjoyed salad as much as I did
that evening. I practically for-
went my plate of pasta in favor of
more lettuce and MAKOTO.
The taste is like no other. A
very natural concoction, Makoto
ginger salad dressing actually
started as a private restaurant's
homemade dressing in Melborne,
Florida. (You may be asking how
I know this. Go to www.mako-
togingerdressing.com and not
only do they tell you all about the
dressing, but they also give you a
bit of company history. Most
importantly, you can order some
of this ambrosia from the site.)
Since it was homemade, the
ingredients are all natural and
very fresh to the palate. There are
no preservatives, no high fructose
corn syrup and no food coloring.
This stuff is 100% natural and
consists of: Onions, Ginger Root,
Celery, Soy, Salt, Black Pepper,
White Peppers, Soy Bean Oil,
Spice, Sauce, Blended Vinegar,
Sugar, Lemon and Tomato Paste.
With only 80 calories, it is a salad
lover's dream.
Since it is composed of natu-
ral spices and oils, the taste is
light and refreshing. Like the
ginger served with sushi at
Japanese restaurants, this dress-
ing is a constant cleansing of the
palate with each bite (maybe that
is the reason that I can eat bowls
upon bowls of salad with it.) It
never gets too sweet, too sour, or
too strong. It coats every leaf of
lettuce just right so that one gets a
zing of dressing with each bite.
The next day I forced my mother
to take me to Publix so I could get
myself a bottle of it to bring back
to Trinity so that I could start eat-
ing salad on a regular basis. In
desperation, since my
supply is running low,
I visited the website
and emailed the cus-
tomer service repre-
sentative to ask if
they distributed to
Wild Oats (it said they
distributed to Albertsons,
Publix, and natural food markets)
so I could buy more. The cusr
tomer service representative,.
Shirley Jimenez, kindly informed
me that the company is now dis-
tributing to Stop and Shop. If you
like ginger and like salad and like
sushi and Japanese food, take
yourself on an excursion down
the produce aisle of Stop and
Shop and taste the magic. .
ConnPIRG Expands Recycling
continued from page 12
be 100% effective, it does provide
those students who wish to recy-
cle with the opportunity. In addi-
tion to the centers, Green Campus
Please help us to extend the new
recycling system to all residential
halls by respecting the new recy-
cling centers in Jones, North, arid
Vernon Place and depositing your
[ConnPIRG] achieved great success,
convincing the administration ...to adopt
an improved recycling plan for the college.
has also used the funding to allow
students who live in each of these
dorms the option of keeping a
personal recycling bin in their
individual dorm rooms. By hav-
ing a separate bin for recyclables,
the students will be more likely to
make use of the recycling centers.
In this upcoming month, it
will be the responsibility of the
Green Campus group to educate
the entire student body and prove
to the administration that this hew
system is in fact appreciated by
the student body and is an
improvement to the existing sys-
tem. If we are able to generate
campus wide support for this
project, we will be able to launch
a uniform recycling program on
the entire Trinity campus next
fall. Our success is dependent
upon you, the student body.
recyclables in the appropriate
bins. Next weekend when you
have the choice to place that alu-
minum can in the trash or the
recycling receptacle, please
remember to recycle. Even recy-
cling just one can will make a dif-
ference.
Thank you. Any questions or
comments, please email, call, or
check our website:
Cardboard boxes can be recycled
if placed beside recycling cen-
ters; Newspapers and magazines
can be recycled in Mather dining
hall What cannot: Food wrap-
pers, pizza and cereal boxes,
brown envelopes, business
envelopes with plastic address
windows, glossy paper.
Magazines can only be recycled
in Mather.
Plastic: What can: Number
#1 or #2 plastic (look for the
number inside the triangle). All
plastic bottles must be emptied
and without caps What cannot:
Containers from the Cave or the
Bistro, plastic bags, and plastic
bottle caps
Glass: All glass materials can
be recycled. Must be emptied and
unbroken. Please no lids, light
bulbs, or mirrors
Aluminum and metal food or
Even recycling just one can will make a
difference.
ConnPIRG@trincoll.edu, ext.
3510, www.connpirg.org/trinity.
Guidelines for Recycling:
Paper: What can: White and
colored office paper; Envelopes
without plastic address windows;
drink containers: Aluminum foil
(flattened), aluminum cans, &
soup cans
Juice boxes & milk cartons:
Must be emptied, cleaned, and
uncrushed. No straws or caps.
Getting It All Out
continued from page 12
that you had a foursome with the
girl's rugby captain, one of your
frat brothers, and his dog."
"Oh Pookie," he replies, dis-
missively and a little nostalgical-
ly, "You know how those things
can happen in college. We were
wasted...even the dog."
Yes, "those things" (well, not
those exact things) are bound to
happen at some point in every
student's college career. And to
some extent, they should. A big
part of maneuvering that border
between youth and adulthood is
the making of mistakes. We do
stupid things, we learn from
them, and then we do them once
more time just to make sure
we've gotten the lesson.
get tired of the repetition. We've
learned as much as we can han-
dle, academically and personally,
and we're ready for something
new, something that will put to
use all that we've learned (or that
at least won't involve the Tap).
I don't know if my college
years will be the best years of my
life. I hope not, because if they
are, it's sad to think that the best
years of my life are already half
over.
What 1 do know is that these
four years will be the only ones in
which we, as college students, are
able to reap the benefits of both of
the worlds between which we are
balancing.
We need to milk that for all
it's worth. So I will be seeing you
And then, at some point, we out.
ROUTINE REGIME
continued from page 11
talk of "following your dreams"
and always, for a brief, fleeting
moment, I am motivated to pur-
sue my professional Softball
career. However, then assembly is
over and it's back to third period.
Aside from middle school, this
happens in everyday life. The
number one thing that holds back
any pursuance outside the norm is
routine. Think about what you
have done in the last week. If you
can't remember what you did, it's
because you have been doing the
same thing for so long, it all blurs
together. This is how we pursue
our careers. We see other people
going to Career Services, so we
go. We see others applying at
Goldman Sachs, so we apply. We
see other people jump off the
bridge so we do it. It's not our
fault. It's routine.
If there is a purpose to life, it
certainly isn't this.
So how about, for once, we
do some things differently? If you
always go to class, skip one and
lie out in the quad shirtless smok-
ing...cigarettes. If you never go
to class, see if they're watching a
movie in The Jewish Tradition.
Why doesn't everyone in the
Hall come down to Psi U in
sweatpants and football jerseys
and spend at least one night
grinding with a random freshman
to Ignition (remix) by R Kelly?
Why doesn't someone in Psi U
leave the house for once and
while they're at it, wear khaki's?
Why don't we see if some
other bars besides Bourbon Street
and the Tap exist?
Why don't we fly someone in
from New York who can make a
decent pizza and deliver it to us at
3 in the morning, cutting it into
slices,without charging us 18 dol-
lars for a large?
Why don't we go to Monday,
Wednesday 8:30 A M classes?
Life is one big routine. We
have experience in that regard.
We also know we're going to die.
So I think we owe it to ourselves
to pursue something in between
that can stimulate us and make us
happy. So don't just enter the
working world because it's what
all the other seniors seem to be
doing after college.
Do it for the Porsche.
Let's Get it On...
AT is proud to announce that "Team Pre-Makeout" made it
beyond the first round of the "Big Dance" on Friday night at a
certain Vernon Street institution. This feat became more and
more impressive as AT realized just how difficult it was for these
two to keep their hands off of each other.
You Co to the Library to Get Smarter...
AT saw something that defied belief this Saturday night. While
taking a break from studying in the library (shut up) AT wit-
nessed an extraordinary act of stupidity on the part of a few
sober young ladies. While the entrance to the library may be a
little difficult to find now, it is obviously not going to be over
the ramp in the middle of construction. Just a friendly tip.
Bad Touch...
AT would like to extend sympathy to the young ladies who were
injured in the "incident" at a Vernon Street establishment (not
the one mentioned above). Any time you touch the floor of
this place, even with your shoes, you can't help but feel a little
dirty.
Happy Now?
AT would like to explain to a certain gentelman that you can-
not request a mention in this column. Seriously, you have to be
stupid to want to be in a column where AT makes fun of you.
That is all. So, by requesting, I guess you fulfilled the "stupid"
requirement.
A T would like to apologize for the lack of interesting stories,
but really, have you met the Tripod staff?
'„ ^~
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Reasons Why You Ought
to Vote Yes for ConnPIRG
ELIZABETH MORAN
CONNPIRG CHAIR
ConnPIRG, the Connecticut Public
Interest Research Group, is a statewide stu-
dent funded and directed public interest
group that works for social change on a
variety of issues. They are all issues in the
public interest, including environmental
protection, public health, hunger and
homelessness, democracy, and consumer
rights. Students here at Trinity started the
chapter in 1973.
Among its many accomplishments in
the past year, the Trinity College
chapter has raised more
than $5,000 to fight
hunger and homeless-
ness in Hartford, worked
with activists from
arou nd the state to pass a 1 aw W g Y S
to clean up the Sooty Six power ™ " * ™
plants, and worked with PIRG chapters
across the country to block oil drilling in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
ConnPIRG is able to do all this work
because students here at Trinity vote every
two years to fund ConnPIRG through a
refundable $5 fee that is included in each
student's activities allocation each semes-
ter. This allows students to pool our
resources with other schools in
Connecticut to hire professional staff to
work with us on these issues so that our
work can make an impact locally,
statewide, and nationally.
ConnPIRG has chapters across the
United States, including three right here in
Connecticut at the University of
Conncclicut-Storrs, the University of
Connecttcut-Hartfotd, and here at Trinity.'
i . ^ ^ p ^ ^ V i e ^ ^ a n . ^ - y e t i ^ ate'ln the
process'of Starting a chapter on their cam-
pus as well.
ConnPIRG offers a wealth of educa-
tional services to Trinity by providing stu-
dents the opportunity to learn about the
political system and how to affect it.
Professional organizers work at the state
and national level and help to inform stu-
dents about what is happening in Congress
and the state legislatures, as well as organ-
ize events where people can become
involved.
Currently the Trinity chapter of
ConnPIRG is concentrating on 4 different
campaigns: Earth Day 2003, Hunger and
Homelessness, the Climate Change Action
Project, and Green Campus. Just
recently, students raised over
S2000 to fight poverty through the
Hunger Cleanup.
The Green Campus group has
recently been able to put new recy-
cling receptacles in Jones, North,
and Vernon as part of an ongoing
campaign to encourage students to recy-
cle and reduce waste on campus. In addi-
tion to the four campaigns this semester,
ConnPIRG also helps to organize the Book
Swap along with SGA, as well as helping
to register students to vote!
The reaffirmation vote is a question on
the SGA ballot this semester. Voting will
take place on Tuesday, April 8 in the lobby
of Mather Hall. In previous years, 84% of
the students who voted, voted yes.
We encourage you to vote yes, as
ConnPIRG is an important part of this
campus, offering jobs and internships,
encouraging democracy, and providing
opportunities for students to make a lasting
change.
At a liberal arts institution, it is not
enough to simply learn about and discuss
. problems facing society.
, CbnriPlKG provides ftie next step, by
allowing students to become involved and
take action on issues that are important to
them.
Community Activists
of the Week:
Katie Delia Selv/a '06
Juliana Piedrahifa '06
ConnPIRG
Kate and Juliana are leaders of the Hunger and Homelessness cam-
paign as members of ConnPIRG. They have spent the last month organizing
the 19th Annual Hunger Cleanup for Trinity. The Hunger Cleanup is a
Nationwide event which raises funds that are donated to three organizations
(local, national, and international) and are used to fight hunger. On April 5
there was a work-a-thon for organizations that fight hunger and homelessness.
Student volunteers went to shelters, schools, food banks, and care centers.
The students also raised money by obtaining sponsors for their day of service.
The Hunger Cleanup was not just a one day event, over the past month they
have also raised money for the campaign through miss-a-meal, Faculty dona-
tions, and cohosted a party with Pike that raised $350. Katie and Juliana with
the help of their fellow ConnPIRG members put together these events as well
as signing up students for the work-a-thon. Their efforts were well rewarded
with an extremely successful Hunger Cleanup.
Julia Ewart '04
Xltoe Orzacle
takes a
mystical BOB pits In aiao all psycblcs coeep.
onacle note-- none of the BeLoco bas Been
so ffs przaBaBly incofoenent.
Leo
O U L V 23 - A U G U S T 22
You must be scrupulously honest this
Weekend, both with others and With your-
self. This involves admitting to yourseLf "I
might have a body odor problem." You
don't, however, have to admit this to any-
one else since they do. indeed, have noses,
and therefore they already know. (The
Oracle Would Like to point out that
tvjysticaL &ob is recycling horoscopes.)
Ao.UAa.iUS
OAWUAR-y 20 - frE&R.UA(Xy 18
Y*ur confidence Will receive a boost this
Week as one of the sexiest people you've
ever seen Walks up to you, Leans in. and
says "I Want you.' This person Will then
burst your bubble by continuing, "..to stop
staring at me. you freak, or I'm gonna caLL
the cops." (Mystical &ob should probably
stop sharing his own experiences as horo-
scopes, don't you think?)
Pisces
13 - MAft-CH 20
If the old Way of doing things no Longer
seems to Work, then again, neither does
the new Way. Or any of the Ways in
between. You know what? Haybe ifd just
be best if you Went back to bed. And then
you'd ba a Lot more comfortable too. Yeah,
thought so. (jJuhP I don't get i t That
is not a logical, progression of thought.
rior is it a horoscope.)
Arues
21-AP«J<-13
This week, i t w i l l be good for you to
remember that two Wrongs don't make a
right Ucwever. it might also behoove you
to remember that two rights make you go
backwards and four rights put you right
back on the same road that you've started
on. Oh. and abo three rights make it so
that you're going Left. And five rights is
just about the same as one right...(6orry)
TAURUS
I - MAV 20
The most important thing this Weekend is
that you have tota l and utter confidence in
your own abilities, because lord knows
that no one else does. We l l not no one.
Your mother seems to st i l l beLieVe you
can achieve something With your Life. No,
Wait, sorry. I Was right the first time. It's
no one. Sorry about that. (E>ob. I can't
beLieve they're letting you graduate.)
M A V 2 1 - O U W E 2 0
With fvjercury, your ruler, on good terms
With Uranus, planet of awareness, now is
the time for any Gemini With a juvenile
sense of humor to go. "J-luh huh, Uranus,
funny." And you Wonder why everyone
thinks you'ns Weird. (I read this and could
only say, "Oh Qod, tv|ysticaL &ob must be
stopped." lv]y Laziness, however, means i"
Won't do it. Pul l my finger.)
O U M C 21 - Oui_y 22
This Week, you'LL have a strike of genius
when you invent a sticky substance that is
100 times more useful than masking tape.
Of course, the mighty "tape Lobby" WilL get
congress to outlaw your invention, take all
of your money, and spit in your face. Too
bad. (The Oracle Wants to Wish her par-
ents, (both Cancers) a happy 30 th
Wedding Anniversary! (see. I can be nice.))
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M & E R . 22
I've never been trapped in a telephone
booth by a crazy man With a rifle. E>ut if I
Were, I'm sure it Wouldn't be nearly as bad
as being trapped in a movie theater where
they are showing a movie about a guy
trapped in a telephone booth by a crazy
man With a rifle. Think about it. (B>ut CoLin
F/arreLl is in this movie, which automatical-
ly means it's yummy.)
- Ocro&Eft. 22
This Week, you Will turn to a friend and
say "I don't Like the show American Idol"
and you Will be attacked for being so un-
patriotic in a time of war. Other things
that you are no Longer aLLoWed to dislike:
American Cheese, American Bandstand
re-runs, and American Airlines. &ut you
are stiLL allowed to dislike Pelta Airlines,
the bastards. (M& is a communist.)
SCORPIO
QCTO&EPL 23 - NovEM&eft. 21
As the Week drags on, I have onLy one
piece of advice for you-. Try not to Worry
too much about doing good things for other
people because Let's face it, they'd never
worry about doing anything for you. (The
Oracle Would like to point out that
(vjystical &ob is too old for his grade, but
stiLL cannot put together a coherent
thought)
SA<3(TTAft.((JS
N O V E M & E A . 22 - D E C G M & E A . 21
Your mind WiLL be Working overtime this
Weekend. Which is to say that it WiLL be
Working at alL This WiLL lead you to think
of, WeLL very Little. &ut your roommates
WiLL sniff the air and exclaim, "Does anyone
else smell something burning?"
(6eriously, E>ob, it hurts to read these
horoscopes. I. not actually horoscopes. 2.
not actuaLLy funny. B>ut you're cute.)
D E C E M & E R . 22 - OANUAfty 13
This Week you WiLL be helped by the old
cliche, a bird in the hand is worth two in
the bush. These Words of wisdom WiLL Lead
you to much success but they WiLL abo
lead your friends to ask what the heck
you're doing collecting birds anyway.
(J-lonestLy, does anyone understand this?
Cuz I don't I don't understand most of
what £>ob says, though.)
CHINESE RESTAURANT
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Style
TAKE OUT ORDERS
DELIVERY
1.
2.
2b.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14a.
14b.
1.4c.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
21.
22.
•22a.
>2b.
i2c.
23.
24.
27.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
•4a.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
87a.
APPETIZERS'
Egg Roll (each) 0.95
Shrimp Roll (each) 1.10
Spring Roll (each) 1.00
Fantail Shrimp (each) 1.00
Fried Wonton (12) 2.60
Fried or Steam Dumplings (6) 2.95 (10) 4.50
Chinese Roast Pork 4.75
Barbecued Spare Ribs (5) 5.50
Steak Teriyaki (5) 5.50
Fried Chicken Wings (5) 2.50
Fried Half Chicken 2.75
Fried Jumbo Shrimp (6) 4.70
Fried Chicken Finger (Sm.) 3.35 (Lg.) 5.50
French Fries > 1.20
Pu Pu Platter (For 2) 9.75
2 Spare Ribs, 2 Chicken Wings, 2 Egg Roll, 2 Teriyaki,
2 Shrimps, 4 Wontons, 8 Chicken Fingers.
Boneless Ribs 4.95
Fried Banana (Palatano) 1.95
Fried Onion Rings '. 1.50
450 Franklin Ave.
(Corner of Brown St.)
Hartford, Conn. 06114
WEW ITEMS
35. Crab Rangoon (6 Pcs.)
Fried wonton stuff with crabmeat and cheese.
36. ^ Chicken Wings (12) with Garlic Sauce
37. Steamed Small Shrimp (50 Pcs.)
(w. Hot Season or Cocktail Sauce)
38. Buffalo Wings (12 Pcs.)
39. Chicken Teriyaki (4 Pcs.)FRIED RICE' PI.
41. Roast Pork Fried Rice 2.75
42. Chicken Fried Rice 2.75
43. Beef Fried Rice 2.95
44. Shrimp Fried Rice 3.35
45. Vegetable Fried Rice 2.45
46. Lobster Fried Rice 4.25
47. Young Chow Fried Rice 3.75
CHOW MEUV / CHOP SUET
(w. Rice & Crispy Noodles) (w, White Rice or Brown Rice) Pi.
.1.95
3.50
5.95
3.50
3.35
Qt.
2.15
1.90
2.15
2.15
SOUP pt
Wonton Soup 1.15
Egg Drop Soup !.'.!,'l.*00
Chicken Rice Soup 1 15
Chicken Noodle Soup 1.15
Bean Curd w. Chinese Veg. Soup 1,75
• Hot and Sour Soup 1.60
Wonton Egg Drop Soup 1.75
Dragon Phoenix Soup 4 45
Pork or Chicken Yat Gai Mein 3.50
Shrimp or Beef Yat Gai Mein 3 95
House Special Soup 2.95 4.45
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.r DO.
§-99 57.
300
§-99
3.00
3.00
5 8
c 8 a
b S a
'
Chicken Chow Mein / Chop Suey 2.95
Roast Pork Chow Mein / Chop Suey ..2.95
Beef Chow Mein / Chop Suey 3.15
Shrimp Chow Mein / Chop Suey 3.35
Vegetable Chow Mein / Chop Suey ....2.45
Lobster Chow Mein / Chop Suey 4.25
VEGETABLES
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Vegetable Delight 3.25
Moo Shu Vegetable (w. 5 Pancakes)
Sauteed Snow Pea Pods 3.45
• Bean Curd Szechuan Style 3.25
•Broccoli w. Garlic Sauce 3.25
Sauteed String Beans 3.25
59.
60.
EGG FOO YOIMG , tk
(w. White or Brown Rice) Per Order\ 63 .
Roast Pork Egg Foo Young 4.75J £4.
Chicken Egg Foo Young 4.75 "^
Beef Egg Foo Young . . . . . . . .5 25
Shrimp Egg Foo Young , 5.50
Mushroorrt Egg'Foo Ybung.'. ,..
Lobster Egg Foo Young
65.
LOMEEir
(Soft Noodles) Pt.
Roast Pork Lo Mein 2.95
Chicken Lo Mein 2 95
Beef Lo Mein 3.35
Shrimp Lo Mein 3.45
Vegetable Lo Mein 2.75
Special Lo Mein 3.95
Lobster Lo Mein 4.55
"»• Hot & Spicy Printed in Red
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 3.75
Roast Pork w. Broccoli 3.75
Roast Pork w. Bean Sprouts 3.75
Roast Pork w. Mushrooms 3.95
Roast Pork w. Green Pepper & Onion 3.75
Roast Pork w. Snow Pea Pods 3.95
Moo Shu Pork (w. 5 Pancakes)
Sweet & Sour Pork 3 75
Roast Pork w. Mixed Vegetables..,.:„....3.95
Kung Pao Pork...* ,„.—„., ,,..,.,.3.95
Pork w. Garlic Sauce ',' 3.95
Shredded Szechuan Pork 3.95
Hunan Pork 3.95
Double Cook Pork ............3.95
Pork w. String Beans 3.75
SIDE ORDERS
6.35 White Rice (Pt.) 0.75 (Qt.)
6.55 Fried Noodles
4.95 Fortune Cookies
7.45
bJ5
'
67.
68.
69
70.
71a.
71b.Qt
-71c5,45
5.45 1.50
,0.30
.0.30
8.25
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt
Moo Goo Gai Pan 3.75
Chicken w. Broccoli 3-'°!
Chicken w. Pepper Onion o./o
Chicken Almond Ding £./£>
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts o.^
Sweet & Sour Chicken
88.
Qt 89.
6.55 90.
6.55 91.
6.55 92
6.55 93.'
6.95 94
6.55:95:
% •
ISEEF
(w. White or Brown Rice) Pt.
Pepper Steak w. Onion 3.95
Beef w. Broccoli 3.95
Beef w. Mushroom & Bamboo Shoot..4.25
Beef w. Chinese Vegetable 3.95
Beef w. Snow Pea Pods .3.95
Mongolian Style Beef 3.95
Moo Shu Beef (w. 5 Pancakes)
Beef w. Tomatoes 3.95
Beef w. Mixed Vegetables 3.95
jtlL%J'lJi3PJC4 f^H S1^ .l/%HyH fllyf^
(with White Rice or Brown Rice)
1. SEAFOOD DELIGHT 9.95
Fresh shrimp, scallops, lobster meat sauteed
w. assorted Chinese vegetable.
2 . HAPPY HOLIDAY 9.95
Lobster, shrimp, scallops, white meat, chick-
en, roast pork to. mixed vegetables.
3 . TRIPLE CROWN 8.95
Roast pork, chicken, beef w. mixed vegetable
in brown sauce.
4. FOUR SEASONS 9 .25
Jumbo shrimp, chicken, beef and roast pork
w. assorted uegetable in oyster sauce.
5. LAKE TUNG TING SHRIMP .. .8.95
Jumbo shrimp marinated w. broccoli, mush-
room, pork and bamboo shoots, baby corn in
egg white sauce.
6. BEEF W. SCALLOPS 9 .50
A savory mix of beef steak and sea scallops w.
Chinese vegetable in oyster sauce.
7. SESAME CHICKEN OR
ORANGE CHICKEN 8 .00
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our chef's
sesame sauce.
8 . <*- GENERAL TSO'S CHICKEN 7.95
Chunks of chicken, stir-fired w. our Chef's
spicy hot sauce.
9. GARLIC COMBINATION 8 .75
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. shredded vegetables
in garlic sauce.
1 0 . ^ KUNG PAO THREE THINGS 8 . 5 0
Shrimp, beef, chicken w. peanut mix & vegetables.
1 1 . n*. HUNAN THREE KINGS 9 .50
;? Shrimp, beef, chicken w. mixed vegetables in
*'. hot spice crown sauce.
\2.^ GENERAL TSO'S OR ORANGE HEEF..8.50
y ..-.-. , .-....„„,. - ...... , .. . y
COMBESAMOISfPIATES ^
(Served to. Pork Fried Rice & Egg Roll)
Chicken Chow Mein 5.25
Shrimp Chow Mein 5.75
Pork or Chicken Egg Foo Young... 5.75
Moo Goo Gai Pan ...5.75
Chicken w. Broccoli. 5.75
Sweet & Sour Chicken or Pork 5.75
Roast Pork w. Chinese Vegetable 5.75
Roast Pork or Chicken Lo Mein 5.75
Roast Pork w. Broccoli 5.75
Bar-B-Q Spare Ribs or Boneless Ribs ..6.50
Beef w. Broccoli 5.75
Pepper Steak w. Onion 5.75
Shrimp w. Broccoli 6.50
Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable 6.50
Shrimp w Lobster Sauce . 6 50
Chicken w. Pepper Onion 5.75
Fried Jumbo Shrimp 6.50
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts 5.75
Beef w, Chinese Vegetable ....5.75
Vegetable Delight.............. 5.75
C 21.'*- Curry Chicken or Beef... ...5.75
C 22.'*- Chicken w. Garlic Sauce 6.50
C23/*-.Hunan Beef 6.50
C 24.^*- Szechuan Beef , .6.50
C 25.^ Hunan Shrimp ...6.50
C 26.^*- Hunan Chicken 6.50
C27. Steak Teriyaki or Chicken Teriyaki 6.50
C 28.'*- General Tso's Chicken or Orange Chicken..6.50
C 29. Sesame Chicken 6.50
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15
16,
17.
IS.
19.
20.
J
Dragon rnuenix
 7 ql- .-.„
Lemon Chicken .,...-.••••••,• ^Hc k OK mChicken w. Mixed Vegetables.
Kung Pao Chicken
• Chicken w. Garlic Sauce .
• Hunan Chicken
. Curry Chicken
Chicken w. String Beans
6.95 01.ii
6.95
6.95
6.55
3 95
Hunan Beef ZZ.ZZZ.Z.Z.ZZ.3.95
Curry Beef 3.95
Beef'w. String Beans 3.95
7-55 SEAFOOD
6 95 (w. While or Brown Rice) Pt
1.2b 102. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce ...4.25
7.25(103. Shrimp w, Broccoli 4.25
7.25104. Shrimp w. Bean Sprout.... ...4.25
6.95 105. Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetable.. 4.25
7.25 106. Shrimp w. Snow Pea Pods 4.50
7.25 107. Shrimp w. Cashew Nuts 4.50
7.25 108. Shrimp w. Mixed Vegetables .........4.50
7.25 109. Sweet & Sour Shrimp 4.50
7.25 110. Moo Shu Shrimp (w. 5 Pancakes) 8.25
7.25 111. Pepper Shrimp w. Onion 4.25 7.9f>
6 95 112. ^  Kung Pao Scallop 4.70
113 ^ Scallop w. Garlic Sauce 4.70
114. n*. Hunan Shrimp 4.50
115. •"*- Kung Pao Shrimp. .........: 4.50
116 Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce 4.50
C S h 4 5 0
Q
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25
. p 
116a.'*- Curry Shrimp 4.50
116b. Shrimp w. String Beans 4.25
8.9.[
8.9!
8.2!
8.2!
8.2!
8.2!
7.9F
i TEI,: 396 - 4000 / S0O -
w
-
 French Frtes or
 *»• Banana (Platano) w. Beef or Shrimp
Plaln P]ain Fries Rice Chlcken or Pork Frjed Rice Fried Rl£
S 1. Fried 1/2 Chicken , 2.75 3.45 ." 3.95 4.95
S 2. Chicken Wings (4).. 2.00 3.10 ...3.75 ....4.25
S 3. Pork Chop 2.95. 3.35 3.95 ..4.75
S 4. Fried Fish 2.75 3.50 4.25 4.75
S 5. American Fried Shrimps (6)...... 4.70 ..5.25 5.95 6.50
S 6. Fried 21 Shrimps 3.60 ......4.25 4.95 5.50
S 7. Fried Chicken Finger , 3.35 4.15 4.75 .5.50
S 8. Chicken Gizzards ....2.00 ..........2.85..... 3.60 ; ....3.95
S 9 Fried Scallops ; • 2.85 ....3.55 4.25.. 4.75
510. 2 Chicken Wings & 2 Spare Ribs 3.25 4.15 4.75.... 5.25
511. Fried Rib Tips ' 3.25 3.75 4.50.....: 5.25
512. Boneless Ribs 4.95.... 5.25 5.50..... 5.95
513. Crab Stick 2.75 3.45 .3.95 ...............4.75
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WIdener Galleiy Exhibits A Wide Variety of Student Art
LUCAS DUNLAF
ARTS WRITER
Each year, the Widener
Gallery's Studio Arts Annual
exhibit housed work from stu-
dents participating in studio arts
classes throughout the year.
Those classes range from design
to photography, and the exhibit
was equally as varied. This
year's collection included paint-
ings, sculpture and video pieces.
leaves a dark shadow that recedes
into the background. Another
notable piece was painted by
Sophia Knightl03. It was a color-
ful and emotional geometric com-
position that used the motif of
quadrangles to create a gorgeous
picture. A series of nice panels by
Lauren Young'03 hung nearby
which were reminiscent of some
of Georges Braque's early still
lifes, most notably 1909's "Violin
and Pitcher." Hung on another
wall was a series of brightly col-
From my vantage point approaching
the gallery, the painting looked flawless,
and... it proved to be.
As I entered the Austin Arts
Center, a particularly impressive
painting hangs in the lobby. A set
of panels by Charles Koegel uses
beautiful color to surprisingly off-
set the Mondrian-inspired com-
position. Swirling, cracking oil
paint reflects the light of the
lobby and is reminiscent of trendy
vintage furniture. In fact, the
large oil paintings were among
the most impressive pieces in the
gallery.
As I approached the space, a
striking figure study by Rachel
Worrell '03 dominated my view.
The painting depicts a person's
neck from the chin to mid-ster-
num. From my vantage point
approaching the gallery, the
painting looked flawless, and
upon closer inspection, it proved
to be. The figure's skin was com-
posed of oranges, reds and yel-
lows and was set against a shim-
mering deep Wue/purple back-
.
 v j^tS\jjj4, lt;,<«,f» beautiful. The
' mtefplay between the background
colors and the skin tone was
impressive, particularly on the
figure's neck where the chin
ored, more traditional still lifes.
Although most were vibrant and
alive, particularly the well tex-
. tured canvas of Max Schaffer, the
more muted colors of Alexa
Stoch's composition added a
sense of depth and calm to the
painting.
A series of small composi-
tions made from paper cut-outs
were particularly interesting,
especially those by Cal Sargent
'06. Many of his included bright
with a Trojan Condom package
overlaying Mary's face were my
favorites.
The wall of photographs was
mainly populated by portraits,
such as those by Lucy Gutman
'05, but the simplicity of those
that were still lifes somehow
seemed more suited to the rest of
the exhibit. A picture of a pair of
shoes by Lynn Leone '03 was
simple and elegant (a similar one
which also included a tennis rack-
et was slightly more jumbled). A
nice composition by Anne
Dijamco '03 of flower vases on a
window sill with light pouring
through was also lovely.
Dijamco's erratic and emotional-
ly charged self portrait evoked the
often over-looked confusion that
can accompany a task as mun-
dane as driving a car.
A major part of the exhibit
was the series of videos that were
playing on a monitor in the
gallery. As I entered the room,
the eerie, tinny music was waft-
ing through the room.
Tchaikovsky's "Nutcracker
Suite" was inviting me to watch
the bright screen, but I avoided it
as long as possible, because I
knew I would either hate it or
love it. It ended up being a little
Wooden sculpture of a iittie boy at the
Widener Gallery.
ROBERT LerrzeLL
A major part of the exhibit was the
series of videos that were playing on a
monitor in the gallery.
colors, but the most interesting
was composed of close-up photo-
graphs of men's suit fabrics.
Below these pieces were sculp-
tures created from found objects
and applied silk-screen decals. A
coffee mug with a still life of a
Dunkin Donuts coffee cup and a
Mary and Baby Jesus nightlight
of both. Of the many short films
I saw, I'll mention the two that
were the most evocative.
A film directed and produced
by Sara Brown '03 featured loud
techno music, close ups on col-
ored lights and little else. The
music also featured soft sound
bites of a conversation like so
many Pink Floyd songs have
before. The confusing "rave"
visuals seemed to have little more
than associative value to the
music. Lights flashed by on the
screen and, occasionally, an hour-
glass was seen, but nothing more
really happened. Reflection of
the colorful moving lights
seemed to be a motif, but the
seeming lack of any intended
meaning left me feeling isolated
and uninterested. If that was the
point, than it accomplished its
goal.
On the other hand, the stop-
time animation by Alexa
Finnerud set to 'The Nutcracker
Suite," was pleasant and interest-
ing. As the Tchaikovsky played,
a few geometric shapes danced
across the screen which conjured
up memories of old Sesame Street
stop-time segments until they
ultimately and cleverly created a
ballerina. The simplicity of the
film was its real charm.
An assignment of the Design
I class is to create a pattern on a
black board using many white
adhesive tabs. Several of these
projects made it into the exhibi-
tion, and many of them were
quite good. The three most
impressive were Karly
Malpiede's '03, which had the
mathematical exactitude of a
woven basket, Lindsey Kcenan
'06, which looked as though it
could have been a map of a cos-
mological phenomenon, and
See STUDIO ART on page 19
APRIL IN PARIS :COMEDIE A LA FRANCAISE
MARIUS AND JEANETTE April 7 7:30
(Director: Robert Guediguian. Screenplay by Robert Guediguian and Jean-Louis
Miles. Cast: Ariane Ascaride, Gerard Meylan, Friderique Bonnait. Far from the leafy
boulevards of Paris, Marius and Jeannette unfolds in a Marseille quartier of cramped
apartments, radicalized workers and clashing cultures. But humor and sensuality still
bloom, in this class conscious romance between an unemployed single mother (with
an attitude) and a shy security guard. 105 min.
THE CLOSET April 8 7:30
(France, 2001) Written and directed by Francis Veber. Cast: Daniel Auteuil, Gerard
Depardieu, Michele Laroque. A delicious satire on corporate hypocrisy, starring
Daniel Auteuil as a dull (and straight) accountant who pretends to be gay, so that he
won't be canned by his boss. 86 min.
BEAUMARCHAIS: THE SCOUNDREL April 9
(France, 1997,) Written and directed by Edouard Molinaro. Cast: Fabrice Luchini,
Sandrine Kiberlain, Michel Serrault. Powdered wigs, dangerous liaisons, spying for
Louis XV - - it's a classic farce inspired by the man whose talents included romance,
playwriting (The Marriage of Figaro) and political intrigue. 100 min.
MA VIE EN ROSE April 10 7:30
(Belgium, 1997) Director: Alan Berliner. Screenplay by Berliner and Chris Vander
Stappen. Cast: Georges DuFresne, Jean-Philippe Ecoffey, Michele Laroque. 7-year-old
Ludovic's innocent conviction that he is a girl sets his family's "perfect" suburban
lifestyle on its ear. 88 min
LABUCHE April 11 7:30
(France, 1999) Written and directed by Daniele Thompson. Cast: Emmanuelle Beart,
Sabine Azema, Charlotte Gainsbourg. The first film directed by Daniele Thompson,
screenwriter of Queen Margot and Those Who Love Me Can Take the Train, scores a
direct hit on the kind of sugar-coated Christmas that bring families together, whether
they like it or not. 106min
DELICATESSEN April 11 10:00
(France, 1999) Directed by Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, Comic book artists
Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre Jeunet (who also directed Amelie) have injected a new
sensibility into French comedy that can only be described as 'post-apocalyptic' In a
nightmarish apartment building, an innocent clown who is slated for slaughter finds
romance in the ruins of civilization as we know it. "It took me approximately five
minutes to fall in love with Delicatessen" -Jenn Shreve, salon.com 119 min.
THE RULES OF THE GAME April 12 2:30, 6:30
(France, 1939) Directed by Jean Renoir. Cast: Marcel Dalio, Nora Gregor, Jean
Renoir. On the day of its release, The Rules of the Game was screened in an upper-
class cinema, where it was interrupted by boos and shouts. It was also shown in a
working class neighborhood, where the audience just laughed. The story takes place
during a hunting weekend at the country home of the nouveau riche La Chesnays.
Here, servants, masters, lovers and heroes are all subject to the complicated rules of
a hypocritical society on the verge of war. 113 min.
THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FRIDGE April 12.7:30
(Canada, 2003) Written and directed by Philippe Falardeau. Cast: Paul Ahmarani,
Stephane Demers, Genevieve Neron. April in Paris presents the Connecticut
Premiere of a hilarious "mock documentary," with an incisive political bite, a la
Michael Moore. A 30-year-old unemployed engineer gets the idea to make a film
documenting his roomate's search for work... Best First Film, Toronto Film
Festival. Best Feature Film, Quebec Cinema Critics Association. PThere will be a
closing night reception beginning at 6:30pm in the lobby of Cinestudio,
GANGS OF NEW YORK April 13-15 2:30,7:30,7:30
(2002) Director: Martin Scorsese. Screenplay by Jay Cocks, Steven Zaillian and
Kenneth Lonergan. Cinematographer: Michael Ballhaus. Cast: Leonardo DiCaprio,
Daniel Day-Lewis, Cameron Diaz, Liam Neeson, Jim Broadbent.
Martin Scorese's Gangs of New York is something of a miracle. It not only recre-
ates the teeming streets of 19th century Manhattan on a set in Rome, it turns the
warfare of legendary Irish and Yankee gangs into the labor pains of a modern,
multi-ethnic city. The epic struggle for respect is played out as the son of an Irish
immigrant (Leonardo DiCaprio) ingratiates himself with the "nativist" gang leader
(Daniel Day-Lewis) who killed his father, all the while plotting his revenge In a
movie full of OscarO-worthy performances, Jim Broadbent (Stanley & Iris) nearly
steals the show as Boss Tweed, the unabashedly corrupt kingpin of Tamany Hall
"Scorese's bravery and integrity in advancing his vision can hardly be underestimat
ed." A.O. Scott, New York Times.165 min
www.gangsofnewyork.com
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Why Broadcast Radio Is Both Entertainment and Art
GREG POLIN
ARTS WRITER
Many students don't know
that Trinity has a radio station
(WRTC). Still more don't know
Trinity's place on the dial, When
I tell people that I am the station
manager all I generally hear is,
"Oh, you work at the radio sta-
another, they all are. Radio is an
artistic endeavor, equal in creativ-
ity and difficulty to even the most
revered art forms including
experimental theatre and abstract
expressionist painting. However,
its prestige has significantly
dropped since the advent of tele-
vision and the disappearance of
the radio play and radio serials.
Radio personnel may not all consider
themselves artists, but to one degree or
another, they all are.
tion? What's the frequency?"
Most of the patrons are not a part
of Trinity College, and those that
are, generally are not students.
And yet, WRTC is one of the
most powerful organizations at
our college. We are one of a
handful that has a reach that
extends beyond the metal gates
on campus. WRTC is also one of
few organizations that does not
just interact with the community,
but has many members of the
community as radio personnel.
Furthermore, WRTC is most cer-
tainly the most ethnically diverse
school organization. Finally,
Trinity Radio is one of an exceed-
ingly small number of student
run, arts-based groups on cam-
pus.
If you didn't catch the full
implications of my previous sen-
tence, allow me to succinctly
state it for you: radio is art. It
may also be entertainment. It
may also be a means of commu-
nication. Radio personnel may
not all consider themselves
artists, but to one degree or
Antonin Artaud is no longer
around to do his breakthrough
radio piece, 'To Have Done With
the Judgment of God," and Orson
Wells' mischievous "War of the
Worlds" is rarely, if ever, still
broadcast.
Some of you might now be
thinking, "You're right, it's not
and I don't know who Antonin
Artaud is. Art no longer has a
place in radio. When I turn on the
radio in my car all I hear is music,
sports, or the news." Well, I have
a surprise for you, all of those
items you listed in my made up
conversation of what you would
say are, in fact, art. I'm not sim-
ply saying that everything is art,
though it can be if viewed that
way, and I'm not saying that radio
is art because music is on the
radio and music is art. Music on
the radio, or at least on college
radio where they don't have set
play-lists, is artistic because of
the order in which the songs are
played. Many of you, or someone
you know, has at one time or
another made a mix-tape or mix-
CD for a friend. All of these indi-
viduals seem to toil over the per-
fect order to play the songs. It
works the same way in radio.
Maybe the plan is to start off mel-
low and build to an incredible
hard-core climax, or start off with
love songs and end with
depressed lamentations. Perhaps
the DJ is playing political music
and wants to send a specific mes-
sage in the right order to instill
listeners to action. The point is
this: a DJ doesn't even have to
talk to flex his creative, and there-
fore artistic, muscles.
The news and sports-radio is
slightly harder to crack. We'll
start with the sports. Announcing
is an art because the announcers
aren't just stating facts. If all they
were doing is describing in the
most simplistic terms what is
occurring in the game, nobody
would listen because it would be
boring. So the announcers bring
in exciting adjectives and phras-
es, like "smashed to the ground,"
"sends a bullet out towards sec-
ond base," "makes a brilliant
catch." And nobody can say that
the color man's job isn't a cre-
ronment. The fact of the matter
is, that the news station doesn't
want you to turn it off, so it adds
certain elements to make itself
discuss the many Thought Power
which is a combination of rap,
hip-hop, and R&B and RPM
DJ's who mix and work the
A rebirth of the radio play is occur-
ring...
more appealing. They add intro-
ductions to news pieces with fit-
ting orchestral music and a deep
voice stating an ear-grabbing
title. That's the art. One could
say that the precise words read by
the newscaster is also art, but
exemplary writing is rarely fea-
tured in radio news though it cer-
tainly does exist.
So now that we have estab-
lished the artistic qualities of
three out of the four main types of
broadcasts ( I skipped talk radio
simply because it is too varied to
discuss in such a short article), I
thought this would be the best
time to bring it back to good ol'
WRTC, Trinity Radio. At your
school's radio station new cre-
ative experiments are occurring
All of these individuals seem to toil over
the perfect order to play the songs.
ative one. The job title tangen-
tially connects itself to creative
content, as color is automatically
linked with some type of art in the
minds of most Americans.
Finally we come to the news,
a strategic spewing of fact after
fact after fact. One would won-
der how any creative elements
could slip into such a cold envi-
every day. Some DJ's have taken
it upon themselves to interrupt
songs with certain messages to
enhance the listener's interpreta-
tion of the music or the words.
Others have begun playing two
CD's at once and creating a new
sound and a new song. This occa-
sionally does create fairly amaz-
ing pieces. There is no need to
turntables throughout their entire
show every week.
Finally, a couple of students
at the station have actually been
writing stories and setting indi-
vidual paragraphs or sentences of
the story to music. A rebirth of
the radio play is occurring with a
new spin to it. Music and the-
atrics combined into an occasion-
ally brilliant cacophony of words
and notes.
These artistic explorations
are just one advantage of listening
to college radio, and I'm not
going to delve into the rest of the
ceaseless list in this particular
article.
All I can hope is that maybe
you'll give your fellow students
who work at the station some
credit as artists, or that maybe
you'll look at radio overall in a
slightly different light. Although,
my biggest hope is that you might
try to find some of the shows like
the ones described above by tun-
ing in to WRTC at 89.3 FM on
your dial, and checking out the
list of shows (so you can hear
what you like, because there is
literally a show for almost every-
one's musical tastes) at
www.WRTCFM.com.
Happy listening, and enjoy
the constant flow of art, 24 hours
a day, that's always at your fin-
gertips.
SESSION
Careers in Arts Administration
What's it like to work in administration in the arts industry?
Find out from
Rebecca Cole'98
Marketing Associate with the New York City Opera.
LUNCH
Careers in Arts Management
with Terrie Rouse74
Come meet
Terrie Rouse'74
Executive Director
of the
Atlanta Ballet
to learn more about her
distinguished career in the
field of Arts Management.
The Trinity College Board of
Fellows has a distinguished history.
Established in 1845 to oversee study and
discipline, it served as the College's
examining body, ensuring that our high
aspirations for academic accomplishment
• were realized.
The Board of Fellows grapples with
pressing issues that face the administra-
tion and the trustees as they steer the
College into the next century.
Thursday, April 10
from 5:30 to 7:00 PM
At Career Services
Professional Dress is Required
Meet and mingle with the members of
Trinity's Board of Fellows
• President of Wasserstein Ventures, Inc.
• Partner/Attorney at Foley & Lardher
• Researcher at The Onstott Group
• C.E.O. & Founder of the CMO Group
• Senior Fellow of Micron Technology
• First Vice President
of Salomon Smith Barney
• Managing Director
of Russell Reynolds Associates
• Vice President of Human Resources
at Harvard Business School Publishing
• President
of Institute for Responsive Education
• And Many More...
Ever thought of being an Airline Pilot?
Come see what we mean by :
"higher education" and discover the possibilities at 39,000 feet
A Career Services
Roundtable Lunch
will be held by
FlightSafety Academy
Graduates
MONDAY
April 14, 2003
12:15 to 2:00 PM
In the
Career Services
Videoconference room
FlightSafety
--/.• /> J
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Paper Do// at Long Wharf Explores Life of Noted Author
PLAYBILL
Paper Doll starring Carter, Rieder, Genelle
and Grayson.
JAMIE C A L A B R E S E
ARTS WRITER
Playing at the Long Wharf
Theater in New Haven March 6
through April 6 was a bawdy and
intriguing play entitled Paper
Doll. The lead role was stunning-
ly played by Dixie Carter of tele-
vision's "Designing Women."
The play was carried by Carter
and her three supporting cast-
mates, Adrian Rieder, Joanne
Genelle, and Jerry Grayson of
"The Sopranos." Together the
actors gave honest, intimate, and
witty insight into this larger-than-
life American author, Jacqueline
Susann.
The storyline of Paper Doll
stayed loyal to the actual event's
of Susann's life, highlighting the
release of her book, The Love
Machine and often referring to
.her most famous wqiW, Valley of
the Dolls. The play also touched
upon the woes of Susann's per-
sonal life. Susann displayed great
remorse in the play for placing
her autistic son in a Connecticut
health facility, and admitted that
her inspiration for the spotlight
came from a desperate want for
her father's attention that was
never satisfied. The final scene of
Paper Doll illustrated the descent
of Susann's career, which arrived
prematurely because of a losing
battle with breast cancer that
Susann had fought for twelve
years.
These grave sentiments are
what grounded Paper Doll as a
serious theatrical production
rather than a fluffy comedy. The
majority of the play was filled
with Susann's honest and hilari-
ous tales- about the rich and
famous with whom she mingled.
She and her hu&band-manager
Irving Mansfield (played by Jerry
Grayson) seemed to easily live by
the mantra that loyalty is never
secure and that favors never come
for free. Each knew several tricks
to increase book sales, from
appearing personable and inti-
mate on interviews to buying a
few thousand copies of their own
books! The couple also knew that
the best kind of publicity was
scandalous publicity, paying a
streaker to run across the stage of
Susann's first promotional inter-
view (and yes, there really was a
naked man running across the
stage) And just to be fair, Susann
herself undressed behind a sheer
screen onstage while talking
about the women she looked up to
when trying to make it big. There
was even eye-candy for the ani-
mal lover, as Susann's pet poodle
Josephine, the title inspiration for
Susann's first book, Every Night,
Josephine!, made a cameo
appearance.
The key to success for this
play was its overall balance, a
simple word to type but an
extremely difficult concept to
bring to life on stage. The set of
Paper Doll captured one's atten-
tion immediately. A curvilinear
wall of white plastic panels back-
lit sporadically by colored lamps
was a plausible and creative por-
trayal of a chic 1970s Manhattan
apartment. The flooring was
done in black tile accented by
moveable pieces such as padded
benches, a coffee table, a writing
desk, and a small television, all in
period style. A black spiral stair-
case on stage left added height to
the set, while several sliding
doors and window-panels were
utilized for seamless scene
changes that kept the eye interest-
ed throughout the play.
Costuming was also colorful and
risque, but oh-so-classy.
While Paper Doll obviously
focused on Jacqueline Susann, a
nice balance was also achieved
between the cast on stage. Dixie
Carter of course enjoyed many
more lines than the rest of the cast
as well as more solo stage time,
but each part had its own mono-
logue or significant tete-a-tete
with Susann. Carter gave a com-
prehensive performance,
embodying the hard-nosed will of
the beautiful Susann as well as
the vulnerable and guilt-ridden
side.
Proving her talent, Carter
embodied Susann's complexity as
if it were an opalescent gem,
where a lesser actress would have
hammered out a polarized charac-
ter that would have done Susann
ne justice. Jerry Grayson por-
trayed Irving Mansfield both as a
marketing genius whose mind
thinks only in terms of sales, and
each personality more, Genelle
captured the sass of Susann's fans
as well as their dependence on her
books as a source of hope. In the
end no one performance over-
powered another; the power of
the whole was greater than the
sum of its parts.
Instead of shying away from
irresolvable tensions, Paper Doll
delved into them, and showed
that such tensions are as much a
part of everyday life as they are
the part of more popular dramatic
themes such as war or the strug-
gle to define one's identity. The
very fact that the play traced the
extraordinary and ordinary life of
Jacqueline Susann proves that the
most fantastic stories do not have
to be fictitious.
Unfortunately, this wonderful
play has already closed, but there
are more opportunities ahead to
see great theater. As a student
who frequents the Bushnell, the
Hartford Stage, and the Long
Wharf Theater, I would have to
Proving her talent, Carter embodied
Susann's complexity as if it were an
opalescent gem...
as a devoted husband whose
belief in his wife's ability and
preciousness is unshakeable.
Adrian Rieder played Jesus,
an innocent dog-walker who
makes his break into show busi-
ness as the play progresses.
While he is Susann's project and
game, Jesus also fills a void in
Susann's heart, desperate for the
love of a son. Joanne Gennelle
played three supporting roles, and
while she should have diversified
tip my hat to the Long Wharf for
presenting drama that is consis-
tently of the highest quality.
Student tickets are only fifteen
dollars so keep in mind that a
night of theater (and dinner too, if
you like decent restaurants and
pubs are just around the corner
from the Long Wharf) is an inex-
pensive and enjoyable evening
off campus. And who knows-
you might just get to see a streak-
l*i|ii§|@|^
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JCXTO Mb University ofHartford
WWW.MARTINSEXTON.COM
Summerterm
2003
Earn 3 credits in 3 weeks
860-768-4978
200'&\oomfie)d Avenue'•
. summer@harfford.edu
www.haftford.adu • ••
Open to students attending
any college or university
Ideal for those wishing to
begin their college experience
• Two convenient sessions
• Small, focused classes
• Choose from 400+ courses
Mark Your Calendars
Session I begins May 21
Session II starts July 7
(class start and end dates vaiyj
Register Online
www.hartford.edu/summcrterm
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An Acoustic Evening with Dave
KATHRYN O'LEARY
ARTS WRITER
The stage at Connecticut's
Oakdale Theatre was almost com-
pletely dark. At the front of the
stage there was one simple, clas-
sic Oriental rug with two micro-
phones, two stools, and two gui-
tars.
Dave Matthews and Tim
Reynolds took the stage and the
crowd went wild. Dave and Tim
opened the show with one of the
Dave Matthew's Band most
recently released singles,
"Everyday" and then Dave
music). With cheers and enthusi-
astic clapping rising from the
audience, in support of peace,
Dave gave his plan, that everyone
at the concert was, tomorrow,
going to spread this message of
peace, and slowly, one by one, it
would reach every person.
Along with this message of
peace, Dave also gave many per-
sonal anecdotes in between
songs, two of which the audience
found extremely amusing. The
first was a story about his two
Clydesdale horses who were
named, "Bud" and "Weiser," a
story that was even accompanied
WWW.DMB.COM
Singer songwriter superstar Dave Mathews
paused to talk with the audience.
Dave Matthews talked of peace,
love, and harmony, (and although
there is a great deal of sadness in
the world right now, we, as
friends, are going to come togeth-
er and have a peaceful and enjoy-
able evening among friends and
by Dave putting down his guitar,
and to the delight of the audience,
doing an impression of how these
horses walked, in Dave's words,
"Like a woman who for ten years
wore high heels and then one day
took them off." The flashes that
erupted from the illicit cameras in
the audience werte reminiscent of
a disco ball in the light they gave
off.
The second story that got the
audience roaring was about that
time in Texas when Dave was
playing with DMB and there were
grasshoppers all over the stage,
especially in the drums and in
Dave's armpits. Although Dave
said he was from Africa, and that
they were just bugs, there was
one certain grasshopper that had
quite a bit of power, the grasshop-
per that decided to sit right on the
end of the microphone staring
Dave right in the face as he sang,
Dave soon confessed that it "was
a little unnerving" the grasshop-
per could just sit there and watch
Dave sing, or he could jump right
into the face of one of the greatest
guitarists ever and " F — up the
entire gig."
Along with these amusing
stories, there was also music!
Dave and Tim played acoustic
versions of some of DMB's best
songs, including "When the
World Ends" and "Everyday," off
of the newly released Everyday
album, along with classics like
"Satellite," "The Stone,"
"Crush," and "Dancing Nancies."
In accordance with Dave's peace-
ful point of view, he also played
"One Sweet World," and a few
chords of the American classic
"This Land Is Your Land."
Dave and Tim closed with the
one, the only, "Ants Marching"
which is exactly what all these
excited fans looked like as we
poured into the parking lot,
"People in every direction, no
words exchanged, no time to
exchange."
You've Got News
Get The Trinity
Tripod in your
Inbox
Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and it's free.
www.trinitytripod.com
Studio Art Displayed
continued from page 16
Elizabeth Loughlin's '03, the pat-
tern of which exploded from the
lower corner and receded into the
upper corner with the grace of an
MC Escher drawing.
The charcoal drawings were
also very impressive. Still lifes
of bottles by Caroline Leith '05,
structed of 2x4s drew my atten-
tion. Of the four, although the lit-
tle wooden boy was cute the two
most impressive were both by
Tim Szal '06. One was pretzel-
shaped, smooth and flowing (an
amazing feat) and the other was
angular and harsh. Both were
elegant, beautiful and baffling.
Another future amazing sculptor
ROES Lerrzeu.
Lauren Young's panel paintings on display.
Giovanny Zabaneh '06, and
Henry Mahegan '03 were all very
nice, and a study of vegetables by
Linda Finnegan was amazing.
Several paintings and multi-
media amalgamations hung near
the drawings. A particularly
pleasant painting by Christopher
(or engineer, or architect) we
have in our midst is SamNang
Sonn '03, who created three
amazing constructions which sat
hidden behind the obtrusively
loud television. Using balsa
wood sticks of uniform length,
Sonn created miniature towers of
Sonn created miniature towers of state-
Simpson '06 was among the
notable, another being the series
of paintings by Allyson Carlow
'05 which all included a spade
(the suit, not the shovel) as a
motif. A pair of nice minimal
paintings by Breen Power '06
seemed to me to be of plant life,
one with strong autumnal colors,
the other sparingly using the reds
and greens of summer.
In the middle of the gallery, a
series of wooden sculptures con-
stately beauty and humble utility,
assuming they're architectural.
Their sweeping simplicity was
one of the more impressive
accomplishments of the show.
The Studio Arts Annual was a
nice exhibition that will be in the
Widener Gallery, in the Austin
Arts Center until the end of April.
I highly recommend: that every-
one who gets a chance go and
support the accomplishments of
your peers.
This summer
our campus.
gets bigger.
Lots bigger.
Yale Summer Programs Abroad
Full College Credit Courses
Italian
in Umbria
French
in Paris
Nahautl
in Mexico
• Kiswabili .
in Kenya
• Czech Film
& Fiction '
in Prague
• German Culture
in Berlin
• Schoenberg
in Vienna
• Polish Language &
Culture in Cracow
June-August 2003
www.yale.edu/summer
summer.programs@yale.edu
203 432-2430
•.. „..'.. -.-I
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Lectures
"Preparing the Workforce of the Future: Regional
Solutions"
Sponsored by_77ie Hartford Courant, the Metro
Hartford Alliance, and the Capitol Region Council of
Governments, this moderated panel discussion will
focus on Hartford's ability in the future to provide a
competitive workforce. Can the region cooperate to
develop and implement strategies for job creation?
Moderated by Tom Condon of the Courant, the pan-
elists will be Dennis Haffley, a professor of economics
at UCONN, Lauren Kaufman, executive director of
the CBIA Education Foundation, and George Kokuiis,
Chairman and CEO of Travelers Life & Annuity. Call
241-6421 for more information and to purchase tickets
at the admission price of $ 15.
April 8 • 7:15 AM Registration, 8:00 AM Forum -
Christ Cathedral Church, Church & Main
Carla Trujillo Reading at Gallows Hill
Carla Trujillo presents her first novel, What Night
Brings, at an intimate reading at Gallows Hill. Trujillo
has won the Lambda Literary Award, the Out/Write
Vanguard Award, and was editor of Chicana Lesbians:
The Girls Our Mothers Warned Us About, and Livinp
Chicana Theory. Her new novel covers the life of a
working class Chicano family in the Bay area of the
1960's. Sponsored by the English, American Studies,
and Women, Gender, and Sexuality Departments.
April 8 - 4:15 PM - Gallows Hill Bookstore
Human Sights Lecture Series: A Commentary on
Capital Punishment
Trinity's Human Rights Program begins its Spring
2003 Lecture Series this Wednesday. The Spring pro-
gram is entitled "The Promotion of International
Human Rights Policy: Is the United States a Party to
it?" Thursday's lecturer, Paula Panzarella, will present
her two hour cultural program entitled: "Outcry for
lusjdce: Poetry jn the Struggle for Freedom of Sacco
,-;V^ a'ttf'feL. i%ii5f m^»»fc*4< & i} Jtif.:; 'taWtfie story of the dOft-
troversial trial of two Italian immigrant anarchists and
strike leaders who were executed by the state of
Massachusetts 75 years ago. The performance
explores issues of judicial misconduct, anti-immigrant
prejudice, the death penalty, political activism and
freedom of speech. Panzarella will be available for
questions. A panel discussion on the death penalty will
follow the presentation.
March 10 -4:00 PM • ISC Auditorium
"Racism without Racists: Killing (Minorities) Softly
with Colorblindness*
Eduardo Bonilla Silva, a Professor of Sociology at
Texas A&M University, will present the above titled
lecture on Thursday. The speaker won the Oliver
Cromwell Cox award for his book White Supremacy in
the Post-Civil Rights Era and. his new work is entitled
'Racism without Racists.
April 10 - 4:15 PM - Hamlin Hall
"Not According to Rule: Women, the Dead Sea
Scrolls, and Qumran"
Prof. Sidnie White of the University of Nebraska will
present the above titled lecture exploring the role of
women in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the community
which produced them.
April 10 - 7:30 PM- McCook Auditorium
Tuesday - April 8
12 Nooa Lenten Series -
r**\ Friendship Chapel
«»M 9:30 PM BANQUET - Main Chapel
FS Wednesday - April 9
j 12 Nooa Roman Catholic Mass -
fl\ CryptChapel
^2L 5:00 PM Carillon Lessons
6:00 PM Change Singing Lessons
happenings
Studio Arts Annual at the Austin Arts Center
The annual exhibition of artwork by students enrolled in
Trinity studio art courses opens this week at the Austin
Arts Center's Widener Gallery. The show runs from March
31 to April 29. The gallery is open daily from 1:0O PM to
6:00 PM.
A Conversation in Drawing
A new show is on display at the Mather Art Space, on
the second level of Mather Hall. Two student artists, Chris
Silverman and Victoria Boardman, display their own works
of drawing. Come see an engaging student show for free at
your leisure.
Pef.ormances
«s Quartet
True Ives Quartet return to Trinity for their fifth per-
formance. This renowned string quartet wi l l perform in
the intimate setting of ilamLin -UaLL The program
includes Works by lv|ozart, Erahms. and Dvorak, free
admission to aLL .Sponsored by the Austin Arts Center
and the fv|usic Pepartment
April 8 - 8:00 PM - Uamlm tiall
Rachel PLattsn &and
The band, featuring Bjchel PLatten (73 and Luca
Pel Puppo '06, wi l l open for Rusted (2^ot at The
Webster Theater on Wednesday at S-30Pty and at
E>Lack-ILyed tal ly 's on Thursday at 8:30 Ptvj. <^et
discount Webster tickets from John ALcorn. X 2 I 8 2 .
Lectures-, cont.
"An Evening with Nikki Giovanni: A Meditation on
Survival and Transcendence"
Nikki Giovanni, a renowned writer and poet, will
speak to the Trinity community this Thursday. She is
one of the nation's most widely read poets. She is
known to win over her audiences in her lectures with
humor and honesty as she speaks on life, creativity,
and individual power. She prides herself on being "a
black American, a daughter, a mother, a professor of
English." She has written nearly twenty books. Her
latest work entitled Quilting the Blackeyed Pea was
written as she struggled with cancer. She is currently
a Professor at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
April 10 - 7:00 PM - Washington Room, Mather
Physics Lecture
Dr. Dyanna Czeck, of Indiana University of
Pennsylvania, will present a physics lecture entitled
"Deformed or not Deformed: That is the Question."
She has studied rocks formed approximately 2,686
million years ago from the Ottertail Pluton in
Northwestern Ontario. She has challenged the notion
that the suite of rocks from the Pluton were not
deformed during the collision of microcontinents, as
one would expect by its age. Obvious signs of defor-
mation are not found in the rocks.
April 11 - 3:00 PM - McCook Auditorium
Thursday-April 10
6:30 PM ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel
Friday-April 11
12:00 PM Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
Sunday - April IS - PALM SUNDAY
4:15 PM Holy Eucharist Service
5:30 PM Roman Catholic Mass
JLuncli
Join the language tables for very informal and
casual conversation (all levels are welcome) over
Lunch at the following times in Hamlin Hall:
CHINESE: Tuesdays 12:35 PM
FRENCH: Mondays 12:00 PM
GERMAN: Mondays 12:00 PM
HEBREW: Tuesdays 12:40 PM
ITALIAN: Thursdays 12:15 PM
JAPANESE: Wednesdays 12:00 PM
RUSSIAN: Tuesdays 12:00 PM
SPANISH: Thursdays 12:30 PM
Please and Thank You Trio - Senior Night
Catch Bill Walach and band and hang out
»m at the Bistro!
*** Thursday, April 30- 9:30-12:30 PM
Miscellsceiianeous
Latin American £• Iberian Him 6eries
The movie Confesion a Laura (Confession to
Will be shown this Wednesday. Pirected by Jaime
O^ot'xo djomez, the film is set during a VioLent civil War
in Columbia, as threa p<sopbs are trapped In Laura's
house during a riot free admission to aLL A discussion
led by Prof. Pario ELuraque, JJistory Pept, Will follow
the film.
April 9 - 730 PM - LbC Auiiorium
Israel @ Ueart is an organization that brings young
Israelis who have recently completed their obligatory
army service to the United 6tates to speak with
groups about what life is really Like in Israel today.
They address concerns about Arab-Israeli relations,
the reality of life in the army, Israel's multi-cuLtural
and diverse population, and their personal hopes and
dreams for the future. Three young Israelis wil l speak
in an open forum about contemporary life in Israel.
Questions wil l be Welcomed.
April 9-4:00 PM - Terrace Rxwm A, Mather llaLL
CLASSIFIEDS
Mexico/Caribbean only $12.5 each
way,
all taxes included!
Or Europe for £179 one way.
If you can beat these prices start your
own damn airline!
Book online www.airtech.com
TEACHING POSITIONS available for cer-
tified and uncertified teachers. We serve
hundreds of public, private and parochial
schools in CT and NY. Over 10,000 placed
since 1965.
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE UNLESS
WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING
YOU, and many of our private schools pay
the fee. Call us to discuss your background
and the types of positions for which you are
qualified.
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Rugby Team Gains Respect
WILL YANG
SPORTS WRITER
Reputations are built on and
off the field. The Trinity Men's
Rugby team prefers to bolster
that reputation on open expanses
of mud and grass. Before last
Saturday, most in the rugby world
hardly recognized Trinity as a
team to reckon with. However,
by Saturday evening, they under-
stood the squad as a well-disci-
plined defensive stopper, and an
offensive, juggernaut. With great
precision, Trinity was able to
carve up the opposition, whether
by running and passing, or kick-
ing. When the other team had the
ball, Trinity was able to quickly
gain it back, or hold them and
keep them from scoring. In the
six-team Division-Ill tourna-
ment, Trinity Rugby held their
three opponents to zero points
scored on the way to the earning
recognition as Champions of the
Hartford Wanderers hosted tour-
nament.
The first round game of the
cold, rainy day was against the
Boston College Eagles, who
quickly learned not to hand over
penalty kicks (3 points) to Mark
Wilson, who converted easily for
the game's first points. Keli Ross-
Ma'u put in Trinity's first try
(endzone score = 5 points) of the
match and Wilson made the
ensuing conversion kick (2
points) to give Trinity the 10-0
lead at half. The second half
started the same way. Trinity took
it to the Eagles, who lacked the
skills to be an offensive threat.
Wilson made another kick, and
John Raimo scored his first try of
the season, giving Trinity the 25-
0 win.
Between the first and second
rounds, Trinity's B-side played
against Wesleyan's first side.
Unfortunately, the "killer-bees"
came out slow while Wesleyan
came out aggressive. Wesleyan
scored the game's two scores on
long, breakaway runs. Besides
the two blunders, Trinity played
tough defense. Neither team
could control the ball, due to icy
and muddy conditions. Sloppy
play ensued, and random piles of
Trinity and Wesleyan players
were common through the day.
Wesleyan prevailed though, 14-0.
Springfield came in the sec-
ond round. The Bantams had no
problem dealing with their rela-
tive lack in size, and scored at
will against their lesser-talented
matchup. Pat Doherty scored first
from a lineout and the Wilson
kick made it a quick 7-0 start.
Soon after, Jeff Tucker got in the
action with a pass from Ben
Ramsey, and scored a try near the
sideline. At the half, Trinity main-
tained their lead at 12-0.
See RUGBY on page 22
WWW.TeRCeRTieMPO.CL
Trinity's rugby team using its power in a recent
scrum.
Online Exclusive Offer for'Graduating Students
Did you
know
you're eligible for
10#000free
frequent flyer miles
from United Airlines
just for graduating?
It's simple, easy and best of all, free I
Visit www.trinitytripod.com/gradzone and click Free Frequent Flyer Miles.
O r S d Z O O B We'll tell you ;how to claim your free graduation gift.
note, onfy graduating students are eligible
Lacrosse Crushes
Eastern and Colby
PETER SCALA
SPORTS EDITOR
The 2003 Trinity College
men's lacrosse team won two
games this week. The team beat
the Eastern Connecticut Warriors
on Wednesday and Colby on
Saturday. The wins bring the
Bantams' record to 4-4 overall,
and 2-3 in the NESCAC.
Against Eastern, a team
Trinity has not beaten in four
years, the offense came out flat.
But thanks to a great defensive
effort, and several show-stopping
saves by goaltender Geoff Shaw,
the team was only down three at
the end of the first quarter. In the
second quarter Trinity began to
pick it up. The team got off a
number of quality shots, but the
Eastern keeper made some great
saves. Trinity did manage to
break the ice toward the end of
the half, but still went into half
Mazmanian found Skiff who
scored to end the game. The win
snapped a four game losing streak
for the Bantams.
Trinity hosted the Colby
College White Mules on
Saturday, April 5. The Bantams
were flying high coming of the
Eastern Connecticut win, and
used their momentum to run all
over the White Mules. Trinity
won the game in convincing fash-
ion. The final score was Trinity
18, Colby 13.
The story of this game went
by the name of Shep Skiff.
Simply put, the junior attackman
was completely unstoppable.
Shep scored eight goals and
added three assists, for a total of
eleven points. This ties the team
record for most points in a single
game.
Trinity jumped all over Colby
in the first period going up 5-1.
However the team had a total
"We need to play smart and beat
Williams on Saturday." • -Will Peace
time down 5-1.
The team that came out in the
second half had something to
prove. Trinity destroyed Eastern
in all aspects of the game. The
Bantams closed the gap to three
by the end of the third quarter,
and it appeared that the momen-
tum had swung Trinity's way. The
Bants lit up the Warriors in the
fourth. A goal by senior tri-cap-
tain Ravi Pillay gave Trinity its
first lead of the game. Eastern
scored two quick goals to take the
I-Md back, but with only 55 sec-
onds left in the game, junior
iiuckman Shep Skiff scored to
send the game into overtime.
The Bantams secured the first
overtime face-off and brought the
ball down field. At this point, the
Warriors' defense appeared to
break down, and Skiff found the
hole. Senior tri-captain Erik
meltdown in the second, and went
into halftime trailing by a single
goal. The Bantams got their act
together in the second half and
beat Colby going away. The win
puts the team right in the middle
of an exceptionally tight
NESCAC race.
This coming week Trinity
will play host to Babson on
Tuesday, and Williams on
Saturday. The Babson game will
give the Bants a chance to sharp-
en their skills for what will no
doubt be a tough league game on
Saturday. The Saturday game is
crucial if Trinity wants to go into
the NESCAC Tournament with a
high seed. As junior midfielder
Will Peace says, "We need to play
smart and beat Williams on
Saturday. That will put us in a
good position for the rest of our
season."
8MB
ROBERT Lenzeu
Geoff Shaw, making one of his patented "split saves"
during the game, against Eastern,Connecticut State
University.
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Equestrian Team Earns Fifth
Place at IHSA Tournament
KENDALL CHURCH
SPORTS WRITER
On Saturday, March 31, the
Trinity College Equestrian team
competed at the last IHSA show
of the season. The show was host-
ed by fellow NESCAC school
Connecticut College and was
held at Laurel Ledge Farm in
New London, CT. Trinity attend-
ed the show with a full team and
left with an overall team placing
of fifth.
The types of horses drawn for
the Trinity riders varied from
wonderful and willing to less than
cooperative. Needless to say, the
skills and expertise of the team
members gained from practicing
and competing paid off. The
Bantams all had terrific rides in
addition to having a great time at
the show. Trinity's Open rider,
Hannah Wirfel '06, placed fourth
in her fences class despite having
a somewhat lethargic horse. She
also placed fifth in her flat class.
Club president Jamie Calabrese
'05 moved up a division to ride in
the Intermediate Fences class and
placed sixth, showing off her
excellent riding skills by piloting
a particularly flighty mount
around the course.
In the Novice division,
Trinity had six members compet-
ing. This show's Novice classes
were particularly large and
extremely competitive, but the
Bantams rose to the challenge.
Patricia Ruggles '04 did very
well, placing fifth in her Novice
fences class. This was Ruggles'
first time competing in that par-
ticular Novice class. Becky
Kowalski '04 rode with gusto in
both her classes, placing fifth in
jumping and fourth on the flat.
April Snoparksy '05 had a great
jumping round and placed fifth in
her class. Alexis Morley-Lyons
'05, also performed wonderfully,
taking a fifth in her fences class
and a third in her flat class.
Kendall Church '05 took sixth in
her fences class and first in her
flat class. Jamie Calabrese also
competed in Novice flat and
received fourth. At IHSA shows,
riders are allowed to participate in
classes of different divisions. For
example, a rider may have "point-
ed out" of Intermediate flat,
which would force her to compete
in the Open flat class from then
See EQUESTRIAN on page 23
Men's Tennis Wins
Continued from page 24
doubles teams of Lawrence and
Hart and Levy and Ames also
won their matches. The only
blemish on the day came from the
No. 3 doubles match defeat of
Stevens and senior Frederick
Lovejoy.
"We had solid performances
all around," said Stevens.
"Everyone played really well. It
was a great team effort."
Trinity will have yet another
challenging week next week as
they will have contests at
College on Wednesday, and then
versus MIT at home on Friday.
Amherst enters the week 3-0,
while Conn comes in at 1-3, and
MIT at 1-0.
"We expect close matches
across the board," said Stevens.
"Amherst is always well-disci-
plined, and MIT is one of the
strongest teams out there top to
bottom."
Despite their stronger compe-
tition, the Bantams will look to
continue their winning ways,
beginning with the Lord Jeffs this
Amherst on Tuesday, at Conn. Tuesday.
Rugby Takes Game
KCNDALL CHURCH
The Equestrian team took fifth in a recent
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association event.
Continued from page 21
In the second half, Eric
Francis benefited from yet anoth-
er Ramsey assist, and gave
Trinity another try before Wilson
hit a booming 40 yard penalty
kick which gave Trinity the 22-0
Final tally.
The championship game
came next, with Babson in the
way of the big trophy.- The
Bantams held their confidence
going into the game, but after
coming off the field at half, only
had a 3-0 lead off of Ramsey's
foot. Babson was able to take
advantage of their size and slow
the game down to a grinding halt.
Finally though, the game's first
try came when Ramsey was able
to fend off would-be tacklers and
dive into the endzone corner.
Ross-Ma'u scored another try off
a grubber to kill Babson's
chances.
Trinity Rugby was able to uti-
lize a well-rounded attack to
defeat their bigger opponents.
Conditioning became a big factor
throughout the long day, and
Trinity's efforts were well
rewarded, as they took home the
championship trophy.
Individual awards were pre-
sented to David Mattei, who was
Man of the Match in the final,
and Tucker for his play against
Springfield. B-siders Peter Votto
and Eric Viani were also recog-
nized for their play against
Wesleyan. This upcoming
Saturday, Trinity will host
Williams in a highly-anticipated
grudge match where Trinity will
seek redemption for last spring's
defeat. First side plays at 1 PM,
with the B-side playing after-
wards.
Softball (3-11-1, 0-2) v. Bowdoin on 4/6
Baseball f8-5. 2-1) v. Western Connecticut
Oft 4/8
Men's Lacrosse (4-4, 2-3) v. Babson on
4/8.
Women's Lacrosse (7-1, 2-1) v Wheaton
on 4/10
Men's Tennis (7-1) at Amherst on 4/8
Women's Tennis (5-3) at Smith on 4/12
Men's and Women's Outdoor Track &
Field (M3-2, WO-4) at Merchant Marine
Invitational / Central Connecticut
Invitational on 4/12
Men's Rowing (2-0) at Holy Cross with
Massachuessetts on 4/12
Women's Rowing (1-0)
at Holy Cross with
Mount Holyoke &
Smith
Golf (17-15, Fall
Invitationals Only) at
Wesleyan Invitational
on 4/9
In Final Four action,
Kansas blew out
Marquette, and
Syracure defeated
Texas.
Crew Team Starts Off Spring
Season with Wins in Medford
PETER SCALA
SPORTS EDITOR
This week, the Trinity
College meii's varsity eight crew
started off what looks to be an
outstanding 2003 campaign. After
losing only one senior to gradua-
tion, Trinity's varsity eight is
extremely talented, and is eager
to earn national recognition. On
Saturday, April 5 the team trav-
eled to Tufts University to open
their season with contests against
both the Coast Guard Academy
and Tulane University. After an
outstanding fall season, the team
was poised to make waves this
spring, and Saturday's races gave
the squad its first opportunity to
do just that.
The first race, against the
Coast Guard Academy, was
expected to be a grueling compe-
tition, However, Mother Nature
was not satisfied, and decided to
add a fierce snow storm to the
event. With both boats ready to
start, the temperature was so cold
that many of the contestants were
shivering uncontrollably.
Nonetheless, the race began and
Trinity pulled out to a half-length
lead. The Bantams tried to further
their advantage, but could not
extend it. The Coast Guard strug-
gled to catch up, but the Bantams
held on for the victory. Trinity
finished with a time of 6:06,7,
exactly two seconds ahead of the
Coast Guard boat, and in so doing
brought the Emerson Cup back to
Hartford.
The second race, against
Tulane, was one the Bantams
were expected to win. The team
knew this, and let down their
guard. In the freezing weather,
Tulane jumped out. to a lead, and
; worked to hold the Bantams off.
The talented Trinity squad got
itself together, and won the race
going away. Trinity won by near-
ly six seconds, a margin of victo-
ry that translated into about two
boat lengths. With the two victo-
ries, the men's varsity eight crew
now stands at 2-0.
The women's varsity eight
crew also traveled to Tufts, how-
ever the women only rowed
against the Coast Guard
Academy. The women's team, led
by first year coach Lou O'Brien
Berl, is viewed as one of the
strongest squads in the area. This
weekend's events also marked the
opening of the women's spring
season.
The women's boat battled an
extremely strong Coast Guard
crew for the entire race. Neither
side seemed to be willing to give
away anything, and as each boat
made its move, the other respond-
ed accordingly. However, in what
some are calling the coldest race
in a long time, the Trinity College
women prevailed. The Bantams
were able to edge the Coast
Guard, and finished the race in a
time of 6:55.18, a mere one sec-
ond ahead of their competitors.
In total, Trinity won seven
out of the nine races. Only the
men's novice eight and the
women's second varsity eight
were defeated on Saturday. With
such a solid start to the season,
Trinity's rowing program is look-
ing to finish at the top of the New
England standings. Sophomore
Marc Shaughnessy summed up
the days races when he said,
"Despite the fact that I couldn't
feel my hands, it was a great way
to start the season."
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Both the men's and women's crew teams started off
the spring season with wins against Tufts.
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Softball Team Continues to
Struggle, and Falls to 3-11 -1
DAVE BUCCO
SPORTS WRITER
It has been a dismal past two
weeks for the Trinity Softball
team with losses to Smith, two to
Tufts, Clark and Coast Guard.
Trinity who is coached by Caitlin
Luz has fallen to 3-11-1. The
numerous runs scored by the
Lady Bantams thus far shows that
they are not going to go down
without a fight. They took the
lead 1-0 in the fifth inning against
Tufts thanks to a base hit by
Melissa Meza, who had two in
the game but Tufts came back
with two doubles and two walks
to score two runs.
On April 1, the Bantams
dropped a 9-5 loss to Clark with
senior centerfielder Sue Kelly
adding two RBI and a double.
And on April 3, the Lady Bants
were down 1-0 in the second
inning, when Kelly ripped a line
drive double into the right center
gap, and later scored to tie the
game when Lauren Moyer
reached on an error. Trinity took
the lead an inning later, using a
walk to Kelly, base hits by sopho-
more Marion Protano and senior
Meza and a double by senior co-
captain Laura Heath to take a 3-1
lead.
ROBeRTLerrzeu
The softball team has had a rough go as of late,
dropping several recent games.
The Bantam lead disintegrat-
ed when the Bears capitalized on
five walks to score five runs in
the fifth inning. After retiring the
side in order in the bottom of the
inning, the Bears then iced the
game in the top of the sixth by
scoring again.
The seniors have been trying
to play their best as consistent as
possible to help the team. When
asked about the team's slide,
Kelly said, "We are playing our
hardest in every game and that's
pretty much all you can ask.
We've had a couple of injuries
and things are going to turn our
way soon."
While it is frustrating to lose
seven straight, the Lady Bantams
are keeping their heads up, know-
ing that all young teams have to
take their lumps. Freshmen
pitchers Sarah Churchill and Tori
Moisher are doing the best they
can to lead a pitching staff that
also includes sophomore Kate
Hunter and classmate Sarah
Hunter. The team aims to do bet-
ter against Bowdoin and Eastern
Connecticut who are their next
competition.
The experience of playing on
a collegiate level is something
that cannot be taught but only
learned by being on the field. The
playing time these ladie's are
receiving will no doubt pay divi-
dends in years to come. By no
means, are they raising the white
flag and talking about "next
year". Whenever the Lady Bants
step onto the diamond they are
preparing to give it their all and
win some ball games.
Women's Lacrosse
Team Suffers Loss
Continued from page 24
lead to four. But the Bantams
were not able to gain much
momentum, and the teams traded
goals until the final whistle.
Gratry scored three goals for
the Bants and added one assist.
Miller, junior midfielder
Elizabeth Walsh, and senior co-
captain Katelyn Bowman also
scored for Trinity. Sophomore
midfielder Martha Bliss Geisel
handed out two assists, as did
senior attacker Laura Davis. In
the cage, junior goalkeeper
Alexandra Benjamin had ten
stops for Trinity.
The Bantams looked to
rebound from the loss with a win
against Colby on Saturday, April
5. The game, scheduled to be
played at Bowdoin, was post-
poned due to bad weather. The
game will be made up later in the
season.
Trinity currently stands at 7-
1, with a league mark of 2-1. The
team remains ranked at No. 13 in
the nation despite the loss. The
Bantams host Wheaton on
Thursday and Williams on
Saturday. The Williams game is
critical if Trinity wants to secure a
high seed for the NESCAC
Tournament. With both games at
home, it is a good week to get out
and support the women's lacrosse
team.
Equestrian Team
Continued from page 22
on. Pointing out means a rider has
earned 35 points from showing in
a flat or fences class, which auto-
matically moves him/her up to the
next division in that particular
class. On the other hand, the same
rider can still compete in
Intermediate fences until he/she
points out of that class, which
would then force him/her to ride
in Open fences along with the
Open flat class.
The two walk-trot-canter rid-
ers also showed some beautiful
equitation in their classes.
Marlyse Rudnick '06 placed third
in the Advanced Walk-Trot-
Canter class. Heather Griffith '06
also placed third in her Beginner
Walk-Trot-Canter class.
Trinity was lucky enough to
have two Beginner Walk-Trot rid-
ers competing at the Connecticut
College show. Claire Lerchen '06
shone in her class and received a
well-deserved second place.
Trinity's newest beginner rider,
Nicole Reinchenbach '03, did
superbly for her first show and
left with a smile.
Although this was the last
IHSA show of the season, the
team will continue to take lessons
and practice at Avon Valley Show
Stables until the end of the term.
They all look forward to next
semester, when the team will host
the first IHSA show of the season
at AVSS. The team is thankful for
all the support it has received
over the past year, and they can-
not wait to start competing again
next fall!
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Medium $8.99 16" Large $10
Toppings: $1
Anchovies
Hamburger
Onions
Sausage
00 on med. $1.30
Broccoli
Cherry peppers
Pepperoni
Spinach
.99
on large
Eggplant
Ollvees
Peppers
Tomatoes
^ , T*
SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each
4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII
GRINDERS S" Hall:
OOKED SALAMI .. . $4,25
\STRAMI 4.25
ENOA . . , 4.25.
KM. . . . { . . . . . 4.25.
JRKEY . , 4.25 .
EPPERONI 4.25
OAST BEEF 4.25 .
JNA '".' . . . . . . .4.25 .
OM8O (2 kinds of above) 4.50 .
3GPLANT PARMIGIANA 4.25.
HICKEN CUTLET . . 4.50 ,
HICKEN PARMIGIANA • 4.50
EAL PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . . ...4.50.
EAL CUTLET . 4,50
TEAK/CHESSE 4.50 .
EATBALLS 4.25
AUSAGE 4.25
IT.
EGGIE/CHEESE
ALIAN
4.25
4.25
4.99
$8.50
. 8.50
8.50
. 8.50
. 8.50
8,50
8.50
. 8.50
.9.00
8.50
. 9.00
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9.00
9.00
9.00
8.50
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8.50
9.98
SALADS
-'HtCKEN SALAD . . . , . . . . . - . • •
thicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
'lives and cucumbers.
IHEFSALAD • • . • -$5.99
lam, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
ireen peppers and olives. -. • '
WTIPASTO . . . . . . . . . • • < $5,99
ialami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
•ucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce
•UNASALAD , . . . , . . . . .$5.99
"una, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
3REEK SALAD .$5.99
:eta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
[OSSED SALAD. , . .Large $4.50, Small $2.25
:rench, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island,
talian, Creamy Italian, Greek . . Extra Dressing .40
DESSERT
Cheesecake
Chocolate Cake 3-00
II
I II
HARTFORD
498B FARMINGTON AVENUE
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEKBSggiGS
11:00am. TO 2:00am.
FREE DELIVERY
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
74e Pnice
COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)
2 Liter Soda &-4 c
Topping Extra *P I O »
2 LITER SODA
with any Large Cheese Pizza
Buy a Large Cheese
with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for
$6.99
Large Chesse
Pizza
BBS BBS tmm Bws P"W soam BBin HoSI S&SB mXla pn*l MIB8 WHBS HHW unim w H WBB WHBI mftw
$1.00 OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda
FREE
l
§
l
Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda
FREE
Coupon can'l be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot) (10). , .$5.50
MOZZARELU STICKS . . . / : . , .(8) . , .5.25
CHICKEN FINGERS .(10) . . . 5.25
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE .•' j[16°) . . .3.25
FRIES 1.99
FRIES/CHEESE . ; . . . . . . 2.99
BREAD STICKS . , •. . . 2,99
CHIPS . . . .50
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL . . .MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onlons,peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO . . .MED $11.99 URGE $14.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO. • . MED $11.99 URGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE-' .-. . . . MED $9.99 __ URGE $11.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and dive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . MED. $8.95 . . URGE $10.95'
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . MED $11.99 URGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic.
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN . . , . MED$11.99. . LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZIT! WITH SAUCE . . . . $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI W I T H MEATBALLS . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI W I T H SAUSAGE . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . 7.99
•CHICKEN PARMIGIANA W I T H PASTA . . 8.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . 7.99
BAKED ZITI 7.99
STUFFED SHELLS 7.99
MEATRAVIOLLI . 7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI . . . , . . , , . , . . . 7.99
Includes salad and roll
C a l z p n e s . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5 . 7 5
Each additional Item .75
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade,
Snaonle, Watflr. Orannlna
,5-
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Women's Lacrosse Winning
Streak Ends in Loss to Jeffs
PETER SCALA
SPORTS EDITOR
The 2003 Trinity College
women's lacrosse team is off to
an exceptional- start. The team
began the 2003 campaign with a
spring training trip to Disney's
Wide World of Sports in Orlando,
Florida. While down south, the
Bantams crushed all five of their
opponents. The team then
returned to Hartford and downed
both Connecticut College and
Tufts University.
With their record standing at
7-0 overall, and 2-0 in NESCAC
play, the Bantams look on
Amhcrst College on Wednesday,
April 2. This league contest was
the first big challenge of Trinity's
season, and a game with national
implications. Trinity, ranked No.
13 in the nation was hoping to
pull off an upset by defeating the
No. 2 ranked Lady Jeffs. Though
the team played hard, the
Bantams lell to Amheist by the
score of 11-6
Trinity was all tired up at the
beginning ol the game, and
jumped out to a 2-0 lead early in
the first half. Senior midfielder
Eh/abeth Miller scored the tirst
goal, and sophomore attacker
Beatrice, Gratry extended the
Iwd
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The women's lacrosse team has had a successful
season thus far, but stumbled against Amherst.
However, Amherst came Trinity was ready to make the
storming back to tie the game at
two apiece. The Lady Jeffs then
took the lead by scoring three out
of the next four goals. At the end
of the half Trinity was down 5-3.
The whistle blew to start the
second half, and it looted like
come back. Unfortunately, the
Bants gave up two more goals in
the opening minutes of the second
half, and fell further behind. With
the score at 8-3 in favor of
Amherst, Trinity scored to cut the
See LACROSSE on page 23
Men's Tennis Looks Good as
Spring Season Gets Started
PAT MARINARO
SENIOR EDITOR
The Men's Tennis team had a
busy yet productive weekend,
taking two out of their three
scheduled contests, with victories
at Colby and against Hobart at the
Newingtbn Tennis Center. The
week's events better the Bantam's
record to 9-1.
Trinity opened the weekend
on the road at Colby, where fresh-
man Jon Hart paced the Bantams
to a 5-2 victory over the White
Mules. The loss dropped Colby's
record to 5-5 on the year.
Hart defeated Marc Kassin 6-
3, 6-4 in the No. 1 singles match
and then teamed with junior tri-
captain Richard Lawrence to
defeat Kevin Yardi and Steen
Sehnert in the No. 1 doubles
match, 8-6,
Underclassmen led the way
for Bantams as freshman Jimmy
Ames, junior Scott Levy and
freshman Paul Baumgartner all
won their respective single
matches as well. Ames and Levy
also won the No. 2 doubles match
against Kassin and John Fallon 8-
2.
"The freshman have become
very reliable players," said senior
Tri-Captain Cliff Stevens. "They
have really stepped up their game
in recent weeks for us."
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Men's Tennis is looking forward to a solid season,
and continuing to improve their record.
Tim Stenovec and Ben Crane
were the only bright spots for
Colby, as they won their respec-
tive singles matches and then
joined forces to win their doubles
match.
The Trinity victory at Colby
was short-lived as the Bantams
faltered for the first time all sea-
son at Bowdoin on Saturday.
Inclimate weather forced the con-
test indoors, to Farley Field
House, where the Polar Bears
swept the visiting Bantams 7-0.
With the win, the Polar Bears
improved to 5-3 on the year and
dropped the Bantams to 8-1.
The loss was magnified by
four straight-set losses, as
Lawrence and Hart playing in the
No. 1 and 2 matches, respective-
ly, were the only Bantams who
managed to take a set from their
counterparts.
Although seemingly out-
played, each match was hard
fought. "The outcome is not rep-
resentative of the competitiveness
of the matches," said Stevens.
"Everyone played really hard."
The Bantams returned to
form on Sunday, seemingly tak-
ing revenge on Hobart for the
lackluster showing the day
before. With President Richard
Hersh in attendance and leading
the cheers, Trinity dismantled the
Statesmen 7-0 at Newington
Tennis Center in Newington,
Connecticut.
Lawrence won his No. 1 sin-
gles match in three sets, while
Hart, Ames, Levy, Baumgartner,
and junior Csaba Godry all won
their matches in straight sets. The
.. See TENNIS page 22
Baseball Defeated:
Record Falls to 8-5
SHANE EARLY
SENIOR EDITOR
Baseball went 0-1 this past
week, as their weekend series
with Bates was cancelled due to
rain. The team lost to WPI on
Monday and now stands at 8-5 on
the season. The WPI game in
many ways highlighted the trou-
bles the team has encountered this
season. In the 14-12 defeat,
Trinity had no trouble offensive-
ly, but the Bantam pitching staff
was unable to keep the WPI bats
in check.
Rob Dolliver '03 led the way
for Trinity hitting for the cycle
against WPI. Kurt Piantek '03
also continued his hot hitting,
recording three hits on the after-
noon. Piantek leads the Bantams
with a .553 batting average. As a
team Trinity is hitting .368, but
opponents have recorded a .314
batting average against the
Bantams. Trinity has been unable
to consistently come up with the
strong pitching performances that
defined past seasons.
Trinity's bats have been
impressive, however, knocking
23 homeruns in just 13 games.
Piantek and Jayme Dorr '03 lead
the team with five homeruns a
piece. Angel Resto '04, who has
established himself as a solid cen-
terficlder, is close behind with
four homeruns and Dolliver has
three.
Trinity's entire starting lineup
has hit at least one hornerun, giv-
ing this year's squad much more
power than past teams.
On the mound Trinity has
been led by ace Kevin Tidmarsh
'04. Tidmarsh is 3-0 with a 2.84
ERA. Joe Westcott '05 has also
performed well earning a position
as a weekend starter. The rest of
the staff has struggled for the
most part. Trinity's pitchers will
have to step up their play if the
team is going to have any chance
of winning the NESCAC title and
returning to the NCAA tourna-
ment.
With a 2-1 conference record
the Bantams season is still very
young. The team has shown a
number of bright spots and has
the talent to be very successful,
but for that to happen a number of
individuals will have to step up
their play particularly on the
mound.
The team will host Western
Connecticut on Tuesday and then
play three games aginst Colby
this weekend. The Western
Connecticut game is important
for the team to get back on track.
A win will also give the Bar|ts the
momentum they will need for
weekend, But this weekends
games against Colby are essential
for the team to win. As Dorr said,
"We need to bear down and win
these three games. We will have
our three aces on the mound, and
we feel good going into the week-
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The baseball team's season largely depends on this
weekend's games against Colby.
